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Abstract
The maturity and dissemination of Cloud Computing across diverse business do-
mains is leading to an increasing amount of migration projects with the goal to
leverage the associated benefits for important legacy applications. However, the mi-
gration of applications to the cloud is a complex problem that entails various techni-
cal and organizational aspects. The existing Cloud Decision Support Framework has
been a first step to provide decision makers with the means to find a suitable migra-
tion strategy. This master’s thesis has refined the framework’s underlying knowledge
base by reviewing its decision points, decisions and their relations as well as out-
comes. Based on this refinement, the framework has been extended by elaborating
the relations between outcomes resulting in greater potential for decision support.
In order to allow decision makers to derive migration strategies based on the frame-
work in an interactive manner, a web application has been implemented. In a final
step, an evaluation has been carried out comprising a validation of the knowledge
base and, by means of a use case, a demonstration of the efficacy of the extended
decision support framework.
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1. Introduction
The ubiquitous presence of cloud computing in information technology is evident
and its application will continue to grow significantly in the foreseeable future [1],
[2], [3], [4]. Characteristics of cloud computing, e.g. on-demand provisioning
of computing resources in a self-service manner according to current needs and
new pricing models such as pay-per-use, are increasing company flexibility while
lowering their costs at the same time [5], [6], [7]. Naturally, companies try to
leverage the benefits of cloud computing, not only for their new but also for their
existing legacy applications by migrating them into the cloud [8], [9].
The biggest obstacles for migrating applications to the cloud have been and still
are security related issues, especially in respect to sensitive business data [5], [6],
[10]. However, those concerns are decreasing as cloud computing is getting more
and more mature and has proved its viability [11]. Hybrid clouds (i.e. part of the
application is running on-premise and part in an off-premise cloud computing en-
vironment) and platform services (e.g. application development and middleware
capabilities) are gaining more and more popularity [3]. As a consequence, it is es-
timated that companies will migrate not only more of their information technology
infrastructure but also highly customized and important applications such as enter-
prise resource planning systems into the cloud [3], [12].
Moving the whole application via virtualization technology into the cloud is a method
with minimal invasiveness in regard to the application and has been popular in the
past [13]. To fully leverage the benefits of cloud computing, legacy applications have
to be migrated in a more sophisticated granular manner in order to adapt them to
their most suiting cloud computing environment [13], [14]. Toward this goal, cloud
migration practices today are more mature and have significantly improved [15].
The decisions of which parts of an application and how to migrate them to the cloud
or whether to migrate at all, form a multi dimensional problem that spans vari-
ous technical as well as non-technical domains [15], [16]. Even though there are
several different approaches supporting decision makers in moving their application
into the cloud, none of those can be considered fully-fledged leading to the necessity
of further research in that area [15].
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1. Introduction
In [17] a conceptual view of the decisions and tasks necessary to be considered when
migrating an application into the cloud has been developed – the Cloud Decision
Support Framework (CloudDSF). The goal of CloudDSF is to support decision mak-
ers “in evaluating the need for migration, and guide them along the decisions that
need to be made before the actual migration process” [17, p. 1]. CloudDSF defines
ten tasks and four main decision points which subsume multiple decisions which
in turn subsume multiple outcomes. The decisions are strongly interconnected and
form a dense network of relationships. A prototypical implementation of CloudDSF,
the Cloud Decision Support Framework Prototype (CloudDSF Prototype)1 has been
developed to offer an easy comprehensible visualization of the framework and the
relations between its components [17].
Currently, the relationships in the CloudDSF Prototype are only defined on the level
of decisions and not on the level of concrete outcomes. Towards a more sophisti-
cated decision support framework, the relationships have to be further refined and
visualized as stated in [17]. To that end, this master’s thesis builds upon the Cloud-
DSF and covers the following research objectives:
1. Update of the state of the art in decision support systems for application mi-
gration to the cloud.
2. Refinement of the CloudDSF knowledge base and review of the relations be-
tween decisions defined in [18].
3. Extension of the decision support framework by elaborating and defining the
relations between outcomes based on the previous task.
4. Enhancement of the functionality offered by the CloudDSF Prototype by re-
flecting, encoding and identifying an appropriate visualization mechanism for
the previously defined extended decision support framework.
5. Evaluation of the extended decision support framework with respect to its
knowledge base and the relations between decisions and/or outcomes.
As mentioned before, CloudDSF defines ten tasks that are necessary to support the
decision making process with respect to the decision points. The refinement of those
tasks and their relationships are excluded from the scope of this master’s thesis and
left for future work.
The outline of this thesis is aligned to the research objectives stated above. Chap-
ter 2 shortly introduces the related work this thesis is based on, gives a summary
of the state of the art in decision support for application migration to the cloud and
1The implementation can be accessed at http://www.clouddsf.com.
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describes the current state of CloudDSF in more detail. The results of the refinement
of the CloudDSF knowledge base and the relations between decisions are stated in
Chapter 3. The extension of the decision support framework by defining the re-
lationships between outcomes, is covered in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 addresses the
appropriate visualization mechanism for the extended decision support framework
and the enhancement of the existing CloudDSF Prototype. In Chapter 6 an evalua-
tion of the updated CloudDSF is conducted. The thesis concludes in Chapter 7 with a
summary and gives a brief overview of further needed research and future work.
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2. Related Work
In the following chapter the definition of cloud computing used in this thesis is stated
and the motivations as well as obstacles for application migration to the cloud are
described. Subsequently, the state of the art in decision support for application
migration to the cloud will be summarized. Finally, the current state of CloudDSF
will be described in detail.
2.1. Cloud Computing
This thesis is a follow-up work of [17] and [18], hence the same well accepted def-
inition of cloud computing from the National Institute of Standard and Technology
will be used. For the sake of completeness the definition is stated in the following.
“Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-
demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing re-
sources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that
can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management ef-
fort or service provider interaction. This cloud model is composed of
five essential characteristics, three service models, and four deployment
models.” [19, p. 2]
Further information regarding the five essential characteristics (i.e. on-demand self-
service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, measured service),
the three service models (i.e. infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a service
(PaaS), software as a service (SaaS)) and the four deployment models (i.e. public/-
community/private/hybrid cloud) can be obtained, amongst others sources, from
[10], [19], [20].
In the cloud computing business two essential actors can be distinguished: the cloud
provider and the cloud consumer [10]. The cloud provider offers a cloud service
towards a cloud consumer who logically consumes the offered service. It is critical
to mention that a cloud provider can in turn consume services from other cloud
16
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providers. Therefore, a cloud provider can be a cloud consumer at the same time
and vice versa.
The utilization of cloud offerings through the cloud consumer is usually legally de-
termined by a contract including a service level agreement (SLA). The SLA states
promises and limitations of the provider including remedies in case of performance
failures and obligations for the consumer [10]. Subsequently, the terms provider and
consumer will be used interchangeably with cloud provider and cloud consumer re-
spectively except when explicitly stated otherwise.
2.2. Application Migration to the Cloud
Migrating a software application can be considered as a special form of software
maintenance since the goal is to maintain the functionality of the software in a
different or changing operating environment [21]. Application migration to the cloud
can therefore be described as moving an application from a local data center into a cloud
environment without changing its functionality or decreasing its performance [14].
Throughout this work this understanding of application migration to the cloud will
be used.
The motivation of companies to migrate a legacy application into the cloud corre-
sponds to the associated benefits of cloud computing in general. In [3] an overview
of the most often leveraged benefits, such as cost savings, greater scalability and
faster access to infrastructure are stated. One of the main benefits, especially for
first time cloud users, is the transformation of capital expenses to operational ex-
penses by procuring the computing resources directly from a cloud provider instead
of providing them on-premise [22], [23]. Due to the economics of scale and highly
specialized knowledge, cloud providers can maintain and offer those resources at
far lower prices [7], [24]. The consumers are also freed from the burden of low-
level tasks such as infrastructure management which enables them to focus on more
important business related activities [24].
Moreover, applications in the cloud can rapidly adapt the provisioned resources to
changing workloads avoiding over- or under-provisioning, hence reducing costs and
the risk of losing customers due to poor quality of service (QoS) or low availability
[5], [22]. The same potential for adaptation is applicable to license management.
Licenses can be payed in a pay-as-you-go manner instead of buying a fixed amount
of nonrefundable licenses that in hindsight may turn out to be underutilized or not
necessary at all [5], [23]. Furthermore, through the self-service manner of cloud
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computing consumers are able to access infrastructure and standardized platforms
for application development/testing and deployment in a fast and flexible manner
[6].
On the other hand, the challenges and risks that come with cloud computing are
discouraging companies to migrate their applications. Among them are security re-
lated issues which are by far the major obstacles to the adoption of cloud computing
[3], [5], [6], [23]. Moving applications and data into the cloud poses new security
threats due to new prospective points of attack which do not exist or cannot be mit-
igated as in traditional on-premise IT environments. The nine most serious threats
to cloud consumers and providers alike are described by the Cloud Security Alliance
and are as follows in descending order of the threat level: data breaches, data loss,
account hijacking, insecure application programming interfaces (APIs), denial of ser-
vice, malicious insiders, abuse of cloud services, insufficient due diligence, shared
technology issues [25].
Relating to security, first and foremost companies are concerned about their sensitive
business data. Those concerns are legitimate through the aforementioned threats
and a lack of transparency regarding how and where providers store customer data
and which security measures they implement to prevent unauthorized access [5],
[10], [20], [24]. In addition, relying on a single cloud provider can lead to a vendor
lock-in due to the lack of common standards between cloud providers increasing the
vulnerability towards outages [5].
Further obstacles are business continuity, compliance, data transfer bottlenecks, in-
tegration to internal systems, lack of expertise and the difficulties of the manage-
ment of multiple cloud services [3], [5]. However, the survey in [3] states that the
benefits of cloud computing are increasing significantly according to the company’s
level of expertise in cloud computing. Simultaneously, the challenges are decreasing
sharply, especially for security related issues [3].
This concurs with the previously mentioned higher adoption rate by companies of
cloud computing in general and the migration of more important applications. As
mentioned in Chapter 1, companies prefer hybrid cloud models to exploit the bene-
fits of cloud computing while minimizing the number and severity of security threats
[2], [3]. A hybrid cloud can also be used for cloud bursting, meaning if local com-
puting resources are insufficient the application transfers workload seamlessly into
the cloud [10]. Thereby performance can be ensured and/or costs can be reduced.
However, hybrid cloud scenarios are often very complex and more difficult to imple-
ment in contrast to private or public clouds [10], [20].
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It is obvious that legacy applications have to be adjusted in order to exploit a cloud
environment and depending on the migration scenario different reengineering ef-
forts have to be invested [13], [26]. Due to the high complexity of cloud archi-
tectures and of the existing applications, respectively, an assessment prior to a mi-
gration should be conducted to determine if a migration would be beneficial or not
[15], [23]. Architectural constraints, such as special hardware or safety-criticality
can be pivotal factors that inhibit a migration [10], [23]. Other factors which have
to be considered before migrating applications can be non-technical e.g. organiza-
tional, legal, compliance-related, financial or technical e.g. existing infrastructure,
IT skills, application architecture [15].
2.3. Application Migration and Decision Support
The complexity of the task, the high amount of implementation possibilities and de-
cisions, and the transforming effect on the business make decision support regarding
application migration to the cloud necessary. Decision support for a specific problem
can be realized through a decision support system (DSS). A detailed explanation
about decision support, DSSs and their architecture can be found in [27] as well as
[28]. The latter also includes a distinction of DSSs into five different types. One of
those types is knowledge-driven DSSs. Those knowledge-driven DSSs suggest and
recommend actions to the user based on a knowledge base about the specific prob-
lem domain. This type is applicable to CloudDSF, its knowledge base and would
also be appropriate to select a cloud provider for an application migration [18].
As explained above, migrating an application to the cloud spans multiple decisions
which relate to, and influence each other and include qualitative and quantitative
criteria. It can be therefore classified as a multiple-criteria decision making (MCDM)
problem [18], [29]. To solve MCDM problems several approaches are available [29].
Some of them with respect to CloudDSF have been briefly described in [18]. It must
be mentioned that the goal of CloudDSF at this stage is not to automatically deter-
mine a single optimized solution of the migration problem, but rather to support the
decision making process by visualizing the necessary decisions and their relation-
ships.
In order to solve MCDM problems, techniques like analytic hierarchy process (AHP)
and analytic network process (ANP) can be applied. The AHP method is preferred in
research, see Section 2.4, mainly due to lower complexity. However, AHP comes with
challenges that hamper the application for decision support for application migration
to the cloud. The criteria have to be brought into a hierarchical order which is often
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not possible since several criteria might be related and the alternatives may affect
criteria across levels. Furthermore, many different hierarchies could be constructed
especially if the decisions are numerous, possibly yielding different decision results.
As a consequence, various methods are applied by the recent approaches for decision
support for application migration to the cloud.
2.4. State of the Art in Decision Support for Application
Migration to the Cloud
The summary of the state of the art in application migration to the cloud will be
partly based on previous work. More specifically, in 2013 Jamshidi, Ahmad, and
Pahl conducted an extensive literature review regarding decision support for cloud
migration in general [15]. Approaches specifically related to CloudDSF have been
identified in [16], [17], [18]. The evaluation of CloudDSF is based on the ap-
proaches and frameworks stated in the aforementioned literature [17]. Therefore,
it is assumed that relevant decision support frameworks for application migration to
the cloud prior to 2013 have been covered.
In Table 2.1 the most relevant approaches to CloudDSF are identified. The first five
have already been discussed in [18] including a summary of each approach pointing
out its method as well as deficiencies. Further information about an approach can
be obtained from its respective reference. For the purpose of this work, each one
of the first five approaches have been reviewed regarding their announced plans
for future work, follow-up publications from the contributing authors and relevant
publications citing the particular approach.1
Only for one approach, namely CloudGenius, a directly related follow-up work has
been published. In [34] the CloudGenius framework has been extended to support
the migrations of multi-component web applications. The goal is to help engineers
to select the best service mix at the IaaS layer and to enable the migration of web
application clusters to cloud infrastructures. For that purpose Menzel et al. present
a multi-criteria-based selection algorithm based on AHP [34]. They implemented an
algorithm which is based on a genetic approach due to the rising complexity, in their
CumulusGenius prototype.2
1Cross-citations and follow-up publications have been searched with ACM: http://dl.acm.org,
IEEE: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org and Google Scholar: http://scholar.google.de.
2The prototype is available at http://cumulusgenius.appspot.com.
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Table 2.1.: State of the art approaches in decision support for application migration
to the cloud, partly based on [18] and [17].
Name Year Reference(s) Method
Cloudward Bound 2010 [30] Integer Linear Programming
The Cloud Adoption Toolkit 2012 [31] Checklist
Cloudstep 2012 [32] Question-Based
CloudGenius 2012 [33], [34] AHP
Towards Process Support for Migrating
Applications to Cloud Computing
2012 [35] Step-Based
ARTIST 2013 [36], [37] Model-Driven
CloudMIG 2013 [38] Architecture/Model-Driven
Moving Business Intelligence to Cloud
Environments (InCLOUDer)
2014 [39], [40], [41] AHP
Legacy-to-Cloud Migration Horseshoe 2014 [42] Architecture-Driven
For Cloudstep there have been no further publications and the planned prototype is
not yet available. Cloudward Bound was only cited by a few papers dealing with
very specific issues such as live migration of virtual machine images or middleware
capabilities in the cloud. The cost modeling component of the Cloud Adoption Toolkit
was acquired by RightScale and is now available under www.planforcloud.com. The
other parts of the toolkit have yet to be further developed. For the approach from
Chauhan and Babar no follow-up work has been published but one of the authors
contributed to a new framework that will be described in more detail later on.
In order to identify new approaches relevant to CloudDSF a literature search includ-
ing secondary literature [43], [44], [45] has been conducted and the outcomes of
the aforementioned reviews have been used. In the following each new approach,
also identified in Table 2.1, will be briefly summarized.
The ARTIST framework [36] suggests a software modernization approach covering
all aspects and processes including the necessary tools to support the complete mi-
gration process. The added value of the framework is asserted to be as follows: a
feasibility analysis prior to any investment, focus on cloud-compliant architecture
issues, consideration of business aspects that are strongly linked to the technical de-
cisions including the migration impact on the organization, fostering of reusability
and the preparation for an evolution of the migrated application [36]. The tools are
mainly based on the open source Eclipse Modeling Tools IDE.
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Four major phases are defined which are further refined through tasks and disci-
plines. Firstly, in the pre-migration phase a gap analysis in form of a business and
technical feasibility analysis is conducted to determine if a migration is beneficial
and the consequences of possible migration strategies are analyzed. A more detailed
view on this phase with a theoretical exercise can be found in [37]. Secondly, based
on the previous results, a customized migration phase is following performing the
actual migration. Through reverse engineering a platform-specific model is created,
consolidated and then transformed into a platform-independent model to leverage
the benefits of patterns across several modernization scenarios. The application
elements are examined and profiled regarding performance and usage characteris-
tics to define the necessary target environment. The platform-independent model
is then transformed, with regard to the requirements of the target cloud environ-
ment, into a cloud-specific model which is than transformed via forward engineer-
ing into the executable migrated software. Thirdly, in the post-migration phase the
application is deployed and verified in order to assure that the defined goals of the
migration have been achieved. Finally, in the migration artifact reuse and evolution
phase needed maintenance activities such as updates or cloud provider changes are
performed. Furthermore, artifacts produced along the migration process that can be
reused across projects are made available via a marketplace.
The Legacy-to-Cloud Migration Horseshoe from Ahmad and Babar extends the classi-
cal reengineering horseshoe model and the OMG’s Architecture Driven Moderniza-
tion framework3 to develop a framework that provides a process-driven solution for
legacy migration to the cloud [42]. The framework consists of four main processes
with several fine-grained subprocesses and activities, as can be seen in Fig. 2.1, thus
allowing an incremental step-by-step migration. The framework enables round-trip
engineering by using the legacy source code and transforming it into cloud-enabled
code. Afterwards, the migrated code can be again used as input and further refined.
In comparison to ARTIST, the authors state that their approach is less comprehensive
by excluding the deployment and certification process which is why less efforts are
required to enable a migration [42].
Juan-Verdejo and Baars first proposed a migration framework in [39] with focus
on partially moving applications to the cloud in the field of business intelligence.
Due to the complexity of business intelligence applications, they argue that their
approach can also be generalized for other applications. They take a decision sup-
port approach for the creation of architectures that, based on an iterative selection
of cloud-based components, combines the local and cloud infrastructure. Compared
to other approaches, the authors see the difference of their work in a holistic ap-
3Object Management Group: http://www.omg.org/adm
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Figure 2.1.: Overview of the Legacy-to-Cloud Migration Horseshoe Framework [42].
proach by taking into account many interdependent parameters. “These parameters
include business and economic considerations, technical and security-related chal-
lenges, and the organizational implications of the partial adoption of cloud comput-
ing as computation model” [39, p. 37].
In their approach three major steps can be distinguished beginning with the archi-
tectural description of the existing system. The relations between components, their
properties, the users and the transactions between them are modeled to explicitly
state the dependencies of the application. In the second step, migration alternatives
are generated based on a model for component placement with the goal of maximiz-
ing cost benefits while respecting the requirements (maximization problem). In the
last step a decision between the alternatives is made via AHP. To that end the prob-
lem is decomposed, hierarchically structured, and the relevant criteria are selected.
Afterwards, those criteria are prioritized, the overall score for each alternative is cal-
culated, and finally the best solution is chosen. A detailed explanation can be found
in [41] where a spin-off of the method is presented as a stand-alone formalized
decision support modeling approach to migrate application to cloud environments
called InClouder.
More specifically in [40], the previously described framework has been extended
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and a prototype based on the Eclipse Rich Client Platform and EMF-based Modeling4
has been implemented. It consists of a system and a cloud environment modeling
module which delivers the inputs for the migration strategies generator. This gener-
ator uses a database with stored migration strategies and includes a synchronization
as well as a security module to incorporate consistency and data protection, e.g.
encryption, policies and tokenization directly into the migrated cloud solution.
The approach CloudMIG aims to support the semi-automatic migration of appli-
cations to IaaS and PaaS-based environments [38]. The corresponding prototype
CloudMIG Xpress5 offers various features such as extracting code models from the
software, estimation and comparison of costs between deployment options and de-
tection of code violations with respect to defined cloud environment constraints.
The framework has been continuously developed yielding several tools and research
works6. The CloudMIG approach makes use of architecture-driven, optimization,
simulation and semantic modeling methods and delivers a set of cloud deployment
options from which the user can choose the most suitable alternative [38], [43].
2.5. Cloud Decision Support Framework
Andrikopoulos, Strauch, and Leymann first introduced a conceptual framework for
application migration to the cloud in [16], envisioning a decision support frame-
work that sees migration to the cloud as a multi-dimensional problem with multiple
correlating decision points and related analysis tasks as can be seen in Fig. 2.2.
At that time, other work often considered only one specific kind of migration deci-
sion, e.g., selecting the right cloud provider for IaaS. They argued that through new
cloud provider offerings various alternative migration scenarios are possible. Hence,
decision support needs to include options for partial distribution of an application,
scaling strategies and implementation of multi-tenancy.
To overcome the initial deficiency of coarse grained decision points lacking concrete
decisions and outcomes to actually support decision making, an elaborated version
of the framework, the aforementioned Cloud Decision Support Framework (Cloud-
DSF), has been developed [17], [18]. CloudDSF is based on a knowledge base that
contains for each decision point several decisions that in turn subsume multiple out-
comes. Table 2.2 provides an overview of the knowledge base. In the following
4http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf
5http://sourceforge.net/projects/cloudmigxpress
6http://sourceforge.net/p/cloudmigxpress/wiki/Publications
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tion (Hackystat8) to two cloud environments, lacks in stating more concrete information
(e.g. metrics, detailed requirements) for each step. Hence, an actual decision maker
is only superficially supported and has to invest vast effort to tune this process for his
needs.
2.4. The Conceptual Decision Support Framework for
Application Migration to the Cloud
Distribute 
Application 
Select Service 
Provider/Offering 
Define  
Multi-tenancy 
Requirements 
Define  
Elasticity 
Strategy 
Work load 
profiling 
Performance 
prediction 
Cost 
analysis Effort 
estimation 
Identification 
of security 
concerns 
Compliance 
assurance 
Identification 
of acceptable 
QoS levels 
Decision 
Task 
Affects 
Influences 
Figure 2.5.: The Conceptual Decision Support Framework for Application Migration to the
Cloud [16]
8 Hackystat: https://code.google.com/p/hackystat/
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Figure 2.2.: o cept al view of the decision support framework for cloud migration
[16].
sections the decisions points, the associated tasks and the prototypical implementa-
tion of CloudDSF will be explained in more detail.
Table 2.2.: The CloudDSF knowledge base showing all decision points, decisions and
outcomes [17].
Decision Point – Define Application Distribution
Select Application Layer
Presentation/Business/Data Layer
Multiple Layers
Select Application Tier
Client/Application/Data Tier
Multiple Tiers
Select Application Components
Single Component
Multiple Components
Select Migration Type Type I/II/III/IV
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Decision Point – Define Elasticity Strategy
Define Scalability Level
Instance/Container/VM/Virtual Resource/Physical Hard-
ware Level
Multiple Levels
Select Scaling Type
Vertical Scaling
Horizontal Scaling
Hybrid Scaling
Select Elasticity Automation Degree
Manual Scaling
Semi-Automatic Scaling
Automatic Scaling
Select Scaling Trigger Event-Driven/Proactive
Decision Point – Define Multi-Tenancy Requirements
Select Kind of Multi-Tenancy
Multiple Instances Multi-Tenancy
Native Multi-Tenancy
Select Multi-Tenancy Architecture Any of the 29 Possible Combinations
Decision Point – Select Service Provider / Offering
Select Cloud Deployment Model
Public Cloud
Private Cloud
Community Cloud
Hybrid Cloud
Select Cloud Service Model IaaS/PaaS/SaaS
Define Cloud Hosting
On-Premise Hosting
Off-Premise Hosting
Hybrid Hosting
Define Roles of Responsibility
Ownership/Operation/Management Role
Any Combination of Roles
Select Cloud Vendor Evaluated Cloud Vendor
Select Pricing Model
Free
Pay-Per-Use
Pay-Per-Unit
Charge-Per-Use (Subscription)
Combined Pricing Model
Define Resource Location Evaluated Physical Resource Location
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2.5.1. Decision Points
There are four main decision points in the CloudDSF that are briefly described in
the following based on the definitions in [16], [17], [18]. In order to refine the
relationships later on, a more detailed view on each decision point will be provided
in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
• Decision Point – Application Distribution: The distribution of the applica-
tion, i.e., which parts should be migrated to the cloud is an essential decision.
Distribution can be decided based on logical layers, physical tiers or compo-
nents probably spanning multiple layers and tiers. Furthermore, one of the
four migration type as defined in [13] can be used.
• Decision Point – Define Elasticity Strategy: One of the major benefits asso-
ciated with cloud computing is the wide range of scaling possibilities. Hence,
this decision point is concerned with the decisions which component(s) and on
what level they have to be scaled. Further decisions are what kind of scaling
type as well as trigger should be used and the desired extend of automation.
• Decision Point – Define Multi-Tenancy Requirements: Serving multiple ten-
ants from a common pool of resources while separating them in terms of
communication (isolation of message exchanges) and administration (tenant-
specific configurations) is an important aspect of cloud computing. Multi-
tenancy can be realized on different system levels and can range, for exam-
ple from, isolation based on an application instance and a separate database
schema, to a single virtual machine per tenant on the virtualization level.
Therefore, several possibilities regarding multi-tenancy must be considered.
• Decision Point – Select Service Provider / Offering: This decision point
covers fundamental decisions regarding a migration e.g. deployment/service
model and cloud hosting that have a severe impact on other decisions. More-
over, decisions with a stronger organizational view, such as the definition of
roles of responsibilities, pricing models, the selection of a particular cloud ven-
dor and where the resources have to be located geographically are also part of
this decision point.
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2.5.2. Analysis Tasks
Seven tasks are defined and described in [16] and three additional tasks have been
added in [18] leading to a total of ten tasks in the current CloudDSF. Even though
they are not in the scope of this thesis, a short explanation for each of them will
be given to foster the understanding of the framework. Moreover, they might be
referred to in the subsequent chapters for explanatory purposes.
• Workload Profiling: Determining or estimating the workload profile the ap-
plication will have to cope with is an important task directly influencing the
decisions how to distribute an application and which elasticity strategy to use.
The results of this task are used as input for performance calculation and cost
analysis.
• Cost Analysis: Long-time operational costs as well as one-time expenses for
the migration have to be considered to decide if a migration is beneficial from
a monetary point of view. Costs are influenced by the application distribu-
tion, service provider/offering selection and elasticity strategy decisions. Fur-
thermore, workload profiling and effort estimation and thus indirectly multi-
tenancy requirements, influence the cost analysis task as well. The strong
interdependencies between those tasks and a possible discrepancy between
estimated and actual costs lead inevitably to adjustments and feedback loops.
• Effort Estimation: The amount of work required to adapt the application
must be estimated. Input is required from the application distribution, ser-
vice provider selection and multi-tenancy requirements decisions since they
all influence the amount of adaptations. As a result, those decisions could be
changed to decrease the needed effort, or less likely to increase it in order to
realize a more sophisticated migration.
• Performance Prediction: Projections of the nonfunctional behavior of the ap-
plication after it is migrated to the cloud is essential to avoid a performance
degrading implementation. The performance is influenced by the application
distribution, selected service provider/offering and the elasticity strategy. In-
put can be provided by the workload profiling task to estimate performance
metrics.
• Identification of Acceptable QoS Levels: Existing and planned SLAs can be
used to infer the needed level of QoS e.g. in terms of availability. The de-
fined QoS metrics can affect service provider/offering selection and guides the
definition of a suitable elasticity strategy while constraining the options for
application multi-tenancy.
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• Compliance Assurance: A migrated application has to remain compliant to
external and internal regulations. Data privacy regulations can influence or
even determine the distribution of the application and therefore also the pos-
sible cloud providers and offerings.
• Identification of Security Concerns: In Section 2.2 several risks and threats
related to cloud computing have been stated. Data and communications that
are critical to protect have to be examined regarding those threats.
• Workforce Capabilities Identification: Using cloud services, particularly in
the case of private and hybrid clouds, can impose new roles, tasks and needed
skills on the cloud consumer. An identification of the workforce capabilities
is therefore necessary to identify skill deficiencies. Based on the revealed de-
ficiencies costs for training or knowledge acquisitions can be estimated more
precisely and migration decisions can be adapted. The influenced decisions
are mainly related to cloud hosting, roles of responsibility and the elasticity
automation degree.
• Application Analysis: Proper decision making regarding application distribu-
tion can only be made based on a detailed view of the current state of the
application. Therefore, an analysis of the existing application and its charac-
teristics (e.g. architecture, programming language, current hardware) is nec-
essary. Workload profiling, performance prediction and the identification of
acceptable QoS levels are related to this task.
• Vendor Benchmark: While selecting a cloud vendor one has to consider organi-
zation-specific aspects such as reputation (e.g. reference projects, benchmarks)
and capabilities (e.g. knowledge, technical skills). The task’s emphasis on
nontechnical aspects is intentional in order to complement the mostly tech-
nical facts, gathered from CloudDSF. The combination supports a benchmark
and eventually a decision for an appropriate cloud vendor based on business-
related and technical considerations.
2.5.3. Cloud Decision Support Framework Prototype
A prototypical implementation of CloudDSF, the Cloud Decision Support Frame-
work Prototype (CloudDSF Prototype) was developed7 [17]. The CloudDSF Proto-
type is a web application using standard web technologies, JavaScript Object No-
7The prototype is available at: http://www.clouddsf.com
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Figure 2.3.: Visualization of the relationships between tasks and decisions in the
CloudDSF Prototype [46].
tation (JSON)8 for encoding the CloudDSF knowledge base and the Data-Driven
Documents (D3)9 library as well as jQuery10 for the visualizations. Its purpose is to
provide decision makers with a platform-independent and publicly accessible imple-
mentation of CloudDSF to support them during the migration of applications to the
cloud. An available visualization option is depicted in Fig. 2.3 showing the relations
between decisions and decisions and tasks. Additional options are also available to
visualize and to navigate through the CloudDSF knowledge base.
8http://json.org
9http://d3js.org
10http://jquery.com
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2.5.4. Current Limitations of the Cloud Decision Support Framework
Several areas for further research to improve CloudDSF have been discussed in [18]
and [17]. The elaboration and refinement of decision points conducted in [18] can
be performed analogously for the tasks of CloudDSF, detailing their activities and
their results relating to the different decisions. Also, a larger and more comprehen-
sive evaluation than that which has been carried out should be conducted. The eval-
uation should include, besides the research, also the business domain to incorporate
their requirements which might lead to further research topics and adaptations.
The current implementation in form of the CloudDSF Prototype enables a visualiza-
tion of the different elements of CloudDSF and their relations, yet no actual inter-
active decision support. In order to provide a sophisticated DSS, the requirements
for that desired system have to be defined and its corresponding components spec-
ified and implemented [18]. As a prerequisite, the relationships among decisions,
tasks, between both of them and the connection to a given application model and
the resulting necessary decisions have to be identified and formalized. Moreover, the
relationships among outcomes and between outcomes and the inputs and outputs of
tasks have to be elaborated.
The focus of this work is tackling the missing relationships between outcomes. As a
prerequisite, a refinement of the existing knowledge base and, based on that refine-
ment, a review of relations between decisions discovered in [18] will be conducted.
Along the way, the suitability of the knowledge base for an identification of rela-
tions between outcomes will be addressed. This is followed by the previously stated
elaboration and definition of the relationships between outcomes. Additionally, an
enhancement of the CloudDSF Prototype to include and visualize the undertaken
refinements and new relationships will be performed.
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In this chapter the CloudDSF knowledge base will be refined and at the same time,
the suitability of the outcomes for the identification of relations between them will
be checked. Whenever necessary, decisions and outcomes will be adjusted. Ad-
ditionally, the relationships among decisions as defined in [18] are reviewed and
either confirmed, rejected, substituted or complemented by new relations based on
the previously undertaken adjustments, see Section 3.5. In doing so, non-existing
relations between decisions are verified as well. Therefore, the relations that have
to be investigated on the more granular level between outcomes are reduced before-
hand.
This chapter is divided into six sections. The first four correlate to the four decision
points in which the decisions and their outcomes will be evaluated and refined as de-
scribed above. In Section 3.5 the relations between decisions, within decision points
and subsequently, the relations between decisions of different decision points are
reviewed. The last section concludes the chapter with an updated knowledge base
of the decision support framework, a summarization of the discovered relationship
types between decisions and an quantification of the undertaken changes. For the
rest of this work, entities of the CloudDSF knowledge base will be italicized to ease
their identification.
3.1. Define Application Distribution
Originally named Distribute Application [16] but also referred to as Application Dis-
tribution [18], this decision point will be, for the sake of consistency, renamed to
Define Application Distribution. The amount and types of decisions remain the same,
however, outcomes under all decisions except for the decision Select Migration Type
have been adjusted.
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Figure 3.1.: Comparison between the previous and updated Select Application Layer
decision.
Select Application Layer: In Fig. 3.1 the adjustments with respect to the decision
Select Application Layer are depicted. In order to foster the distinctive character and
avoid ambiguity between layers and tiers and therein their respective decisions, the
outcome Data Layer has been renamed to Resource Layer. Moreover, the outcome
Multiple Layers has been substituted by four outcomes denoting all possible combi-
nations.
The underlying definition of the three application layers based on Fowler remains
in place [47]. If a layer is chosen, the complete layer will be migrated with all its
corresponding components whereat every layer naturally contains at least one com-
ponent. While the presentation layer and business layer can contain application and
middleware components, the resource layer is only comprised of the latter. During
a migration, layers and their components might be reengineered, rewired to non-
migrated layers, or wrapped into a virtual machine (VM), however, it is assumed
that none of the components are moved to another layer.
Select Application Tier: Tiers denote the physical distribution of an application
[47], [48]. Different mappings between layers and tiers are possible and also the
amount of tiers that are actually used for a specific ap lic ion. Besides the popular
3-tier architecture [48], [49], large web applications for instance, use multiple tiers
with each tier solely dedicated either for web server, l ad balancer or databases for
caching, in order to achieve a highly scalable and resilient application [50].
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Figure 3.2.: Comparison between the previous and updated Select Application Tier
d cision.
As a result, without a specific application topology, mapping between layers and
tiers and their relations cannot be inferred on a generic level. Logically, this holds
true between components and tiers. Therefore, a tier selection always needs a re-
finement through a subsequent selection of components which equals a component
selection in the first place. Therefore, no influencing relations between the decision
Select Application Tier and other decisions can be stated, see Section 3.5.1. Hence,
the decision has been detached from the other decisions and will not be further in-
vestigated in the following. Nevertheless, the decision will r main in the knowledge
base to denote the necessary view on the physical distribution of an applicatio prior
to a migration as well as its significance for related tasks [18]. For the sake of con-
sistency and completeness, the different selection possibilities have been added as
outcomes as can be seen in Fig. 3.2.
Select Application Components: Significant changes have been undertaken with
respect to the outcomes of the Select Application Components decision. The previous
distinction between single and multiple components offered little additional infor-
mation on top of a selection of layers or tiers. Even though a component should
always and usually does belong to one layer [48], the obvious direct mapping be-
tween layer and component, as implied in [18], has been avoided. The separation
of application functionalities and concerns into layers is merely a pattern and not a
fixed requirement [47]. Thus, legacy applications might not follow this pattern or
layers might have been intentionally merged [48]. In case only a single component
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Figure 3.3.: Comparison between the previous and updated Select Application Com-
ponents decision.
is migrated it is also important to know what kind of component it is and not only to
which layer it belonged. To that end, two different types of components have been
defined, see Fig. 3.3.
The first type and outcome Application Component denotes, e.g., an application front
end war file and can be part of the presentation or business layer. The second out-
come, Middleware Component, is denoting, e.g., a database management system, a
message oriented middleware or an application server and can reside in any of the
three layers. At first sight, middleware on the presentation layer seems counterintu-
itive, however, especially in a web application the presentation layer is very likely to
contain middleware functionalities [51]. It must be pointed out that it is assumed
that middleware components are only able to be migrated with an IaaS or PaaS
solution whereas application components can be migrated with any service model.
Due to the nature of middleware components and their specific use, a suitable SaaS
can be considered impossible. Moreover, standard middleware components such
as databases or application servers on their own are only offered as PaaS solutions
since they do not deliver any form of application functionality per se, hence render-
ing themselves inept to be subsumed under SaaS [10].
The other five outcomes represent the multiple versions of each type and the result-
ing different combinations respectively. Thereby, the new outcomes denote not only
the amount but also the type of the components that shall be migrated, thus en-
abling more detailed recommendations than before. Furthermore, relations on the
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level of outcomes are now able to be identified which was previously not possible.
Select Migration Type: The four outcomes of the Select Migration Type decision re-
main the same but have been slightly renamed to provide self-describing outcomes.
The new names and in order to avoid confusion, the assumptions and implications
of a chosen migration type, based on [13], are as follows:
• Migration Type I: Replacement of one component by a cloud offering with
any service model.
• Migration Type II: Partial migration of multiple components with any service
model.
• Migration Type III: Migration of all layers, thus the whole software stack by
wrapping it as-is into a VM and running it in an IaaS environment.
• Migration Type IV: Migration of all components, thus the whole software
stack, solely based on cloud services with PaaS or SaaS for a higher leverage
of cloud computing principles.
3.2. Define Elasticity Strategy
The decision Define Scalability Level has been significantly altered whereas decision
Select Scaling Type remains untouched. The two remaining decisions Select Elasticity
Automation Degree and Select Scaling Trigger have only been changed slightly.
Define Scalability Level: For the scalability levels, three main levels comprising five
sublevels had been identified in [18]. This classification has been abandoned which
is why the performed changes have affected all outcomes. The reasoning and devel-
opment behind this result will be explained in the following.
The originally specified sublevels – virtual resource and physical hardware – are not
in the scope of the cloud consumer who migrates the application. In any case, at
least an IaaS solution would be used. Hence, the provider allocates virtual machines
to the consumer who can only make requests towards the hypervisor or, more com-
monly, on a higher abstraction level to release or procure VMs and/or resources
[10]. How the scaling is actually achieved below the VM level is decided and imple-
mented by the provider. Even in an on-premise private cloud scenario, the decisions
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regarding the migration of a legacy application would not be concerned with the in-
ternal setup of a private cloud and its scaling implementation. Consequently, these
two outcomes have been removed.
Most application scaling strategies will eventually entail databases that often be-
come a bottleneck in large web applications [52]. This scaling aspect has not been
considered in [18]. Databases in general require a dedicated scaling strategy be-
cause, in contrast to application components, traditional relational databases are
not stateless per se and therefore much harder to scale without making compro-
mises regarding consistency, availability or reliability [52]. The efficient scaling of
databases is an ongoing research topic, however, the most common approaches so
far are the following:
• Caching: Dedicated databases store often accessed content to avoid read re-
quests on the main database. Mechanisms are in place to ensure the current-
ness of the data [53].
• Master/Slave Configuration: One master database serves read and write re-
quests whereas one or multiple synchronized slave databases only serve reads.
Thus, the read load is distributed across several machines [54].
• Master/Master Configuration: Two or more master databases serving reads
and writes. However, to ensure consistency between them the overhead often
becomes so high that the performance is often decreasing instead of increasing
[50].
• Partitioning: Splitting of tables within a database to reduce their size thus
their index to enable faster access [54].
• Sharding: Horizontal partitioning of tables across different database server
(shards). The corresponding shard for a request is calculated based on identi-
fiers. The challenge is to find a good sharding configuration to evenly distribute
read and writes that can be performed independently, i.e., without accessing
multiple shards [52], [54].
• NoSQL Databases: Inherently scalable, distributed databases that are very
often not suitable to replace databases of legacy applications since they rely on
different assumptions regarding transaction handling and consistency [53].
• Middleware: Even though not directly a database scaling strategy, the middle-
ware is often used to implement some of the aforementioned scaling strategies
via redirecting or transforming requests [50], [53], [55], [56], [57].
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Figure 3.4.: Comparison between the previous and updated Define Scalability Level
decision.
Several attempts to map these database scaling strategies to the remaining three
scaling levels failed. Predominant cause was the non-existing hierarchical relation-
ship between database scaling strategies as it is the case between VM, container
and instance for the application components [53]. Databases are mostly limited by
their underlying machines and their bare resources (e.g., I/O bandwidth, storage or
memory). Scaling up a database the efore usually means setting up a complete new
machine instead of just adding an additional database instance regardless of any
logical connection as in the case of shards or slaves. In order to circumvent these
problems while at the same time keeping the outcomes concise and simple, outcomes
aligned to the possible migrated components have been chosen, see Fig. 3.4.
The outcome VM Level Scaling is the lowest possible level for scaling based on the
aforementioned assumption that the migrator does not have control over the im-
plementation of an IaaS solution. A one-to-one relation between operating system
(OS) and VM is assumed. Recent container technologies such as Docker1 are left
1https://www.docker.com/
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out of the scope since they are not yet widespread and also of less interest for mi-
grating legacy applications. The Middleware Level Scaling outcome subsumes all
database scaling strategies as well as those scaling options previously subsumed un-
der the container level such as scaling an application server by adding or removing
instances. A third new outcome is Application Level Scaling comprising the scaling
of application components such as an application instance hosted in an application
server and corresponds to the previously highest scaling level.
In addition, a new outcome No Scaling has been added that naturally denotes the
choice to not support any specific scaling. This outcome might be very reasonable to
choose with respect to an application migration. For instance, an application with a
very steady and well-known workload that is migrated as-is with Migration Type III
to reduce the burden of infrastructure management would not benefit from scaling.
Thus, the necessary reengineering effort would not be economically beneficial or
necessary. Logically, the mentioned outcome cannot be part of any combination
with other outcomes.
It is critical to mention that with respect to this decision it is assumed that the
migrator wants to be in charge of the chosen scaling level. If, for example the
outcome Application Level Scaling is selected, the migrator does not care how the
underlying VMs or databases are scaled. Yet, he wants to be in charge of the number
of running application instances and when and how they are scaled in or out. This
assumption applies to all of the following scaling decisions.
Select Scaling Type: The Select Scaling Type decision has been reviewed and con-
sidered suitable as-is for the knowledge base and the refinement of relations on the
level of outcomes. Hence, no changes have been carried out.
Select Elasticity Automation Degree: In addition to the original outcomes of this
decision, two new outcomes denoting a third-party involvement, i.e., outsourcing
the scaling operation, have been added, see Fig. 3.5. Outsourcing the Manual Scaling
option does not seem appropriate since the scaling in this case is purely based on
longtime single events and not performed on a day-to-day basis. The third party
does not necessarily correspond to a used cloud vendor but rather to an independent
organization offering scaling management on top of cloud vendor offerings such as
RightScale [58]. Therefore, the assumption that the migrator wants to have control
over what is scaled (Define Scalability Level and Select Scaling Type) in case of the
involvement of a third party remains true. The Select Scaling Trigger decision on the
other hand is subject to the third party, see Section 4.2.3 for further details.
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Figure 3.5.: Comparison between the previous and updated Select Elasticity Automa-
tion Degree decision.
Select Scaling Trigger: The new outcome No Trigger has been added to the Select
Scaling Trigger decision to offer a corresponding option for the Manual Scaling out-
come of the Select Elasticity Automation Degree decision. Even though a user might
get a notification in case of a manual scaling approach the notification would not
“trigger” any action directly. The new outcome and, for the sake of consistency, the
renaming of the other two can be obtained from Fig. 3.6.
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3.3. Define Multi-Tenancy Requirements
This decision point is the only one where a complete decision has been removed.
The two outcomes of the decision Select Kind of Multi-Tenancy had been, as intended,
encoded in more detail in the decision Select Multi-Tenancy Architecture [18]. For ex-
ample, multi-tenancy on the level of the application instance and database instance
or schema respectively were equal to the outcome Native Multi-Tenancy [59], [60].
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Consequently, the decision has been discarded to avoid confusion and redundancy
within the knowledge base.
In a first attempt to reduce the number of multi-tenant architectures (MTAs) a new
matrix was created omitting the hardware and virtual machine level while including
the operating system level leading to a total of 19 MTAs [59]. However, despite the
still very high number of outcomes several problems inherent to the classification in
MTAs, that are described in the following, remained, inhibiting an intuitive under-
standing and rendering them inappropriate to actually support decision makers. A
MTA is very detailed and entails an independent view of the application and resource
layer leading to problems if only parts of the application are migrated. Furthermore,
the adjacent number to a MTA does not necessarily indicate a higher or lower level
of multi-tenancy – the amount of sharing between tenants – thus further obscuring
their meaning. Also, relationships between scaling, components and the MTAs were
hard to infer. Thus, another approach to define multi-tenancy was taken abandoning
MTAs completely.
In literature and practice, multi-tenancy is divided up into three to six levels [60],
[61], [62], [63], [64]. Even though there are different opinions at what point one
can speak from multi-tenancy [65], for this work, the definition from Andrikopoulos
et al. is used defining multi-tenancy as “the sharing of the whole technological stack
(hardware, operating system, middleware, and application instances) at the same
time by different tenants and their corresponding users” [13, pp. 25-26]. A com-
pletely dedicated technological stack equaling a normal application service provider
without any sharing is therefore not in the scope of this decision even though it
can be argued that, from the consumer point of view, some flavor of multi-tenancy
exists [62]. Ultimately, the goals and desired benefits of multi-tenancy are a better
resource utilization, a shared code base, a common data structure and the possibility
to customize the application on a per tenant basis [62], [65], [66].
The different levels for sharing the database among tenants are as follows: at the
database server level, at the database management system level (i.e. dedicated da-
tabase instances), at the database instance level (i.e. dedicated tables) or at the
schema level (i.e. dedicated rows) [64]. The first two levels are very similar regard-
ing data isolation and engineering effort which is why, due to the better resource uti-
lization, the second is considered preferable. The latter two have both a higher im-
plementation complexity and less secure data isolation [67]. Those previously from
the application view separately defined database options are now, without actually
sacrificing much expressiveness, combined in a more coarse grained classification
with four multi-tenancy levels (MTLs). Each outcome of the decision corresponds to
one MTL as visualized in Fig. 3.7 and described in the following:
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• Shared Hardware Multi-Tenancy (MTL 0): The lowest level of multi-tenancy
shares the same hardware and physical resources. On this level every tenant
has its own VMs and the level of separation is very high. However, since cloud
consumers have no influence on how multi-tenancy is implemented on the
hypervisor level, the provider has to ensure the logical separation between the
tenants’ VMs to avoid performance or security problems [68], [69].
• Shared OS Multi-Tenancy (MTL 1): On the next higher level tenants share
the OS and, through an assumed one-to-one relation, also the underlying VM.
The databases of the tenants will still be completely separated either through
a dedicated database server or through a dedicated instance within a shared
database server avoiding any extensive adaptations to the data structure [64].
• Shared Middleware Multi-Tenancy (MTL 2): The third level shares the mid-
dleware among tenants. This can include, for example, the database or the
application server, but not the application instance. The database is normally
shared on the database server level or on the instance level [61]. However,
theoretically any multi-tenancy approach for the database as described above
can be applied [62].
• Shared Application Multi-Tenancy (MTL 3): The highest multi-tenancy level,
often described as native multi-tenancy or single-instance multi-tenancy, shares
the actual application instance among tenants. This approach is especially pop-
ular among SaaS providers with several hundreds to thousands of tenants [60],
[62]. In those cases the database is usually shared on a table or schema basis
enabling the best resource utilization, a common code base and data structure
while still enabling extensive customization.
The new outcomes form a continuum of increased resource utilization but also
reengineering effort and decreasing isolation as depicted in Fig. 3.7. Thereby, an
outcome defines only a minimum of shared resources but does not dictate a detailed
implementation, i.e., if the database has to be shared on instance or schema level
in the case of sharing the middleware. It is critical to mention that multi-tenancy
is now an application wide decision. Hence, if a MTL is chosen, the whole applica-
tion has to be migrated and has to support multi-tenancy according to the specified
level.
In order to ensure the separation of tenants, only certain service models can be used
in combination with a MTL, see Fig. 3.7. The responsibility for the desired level of
separation between tenants must be on the consumer side because it is impossible to
guarantee a separation through the cloud vendor through the obfuscation of their ar-
chitecture and implementation [13]. For instance, Shared Middleware Multi-Tenancy
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Figure 3.7.: The four multi-tenancy levels and their applicable service models.
cannot be implemented with SaaS because that service model already implies a pos-
sible sharing of the application instance [10]. Due to the new classification in levels,
the decision has been renamed from Select Multi-Tenancy Architecture to Select Multi-
Tenancy Level. The new structure of the whole decision point in comparison to before
the refinement can be obtained from Fig. 3.8.
In essence, the main alternative to choose from with respect to application migra-
tion is either between Shared Hardware Multi-Tenancy and Shared OS Multi-Tenancy
or Shared Middleware Multi-Tenancy and Shared Application Multi-Tenancy because
the former two enable the recycling of most precloud application components (e.g.,
legacy middleware is often not multi-tenant aware), making it suitable for migra-
tions, while the latter two require a newly designed container and or new program-
ming model [62].
Since the multi-tenancy approach for the data is more relevant to the performance
than the application level [70], most application providers choose a dedicated da-
tabase for each tenant. Often, due to the high workload of tenants, dedicated
databases are needed anyway [64], [66]. Also, the separation of the tenants’ sen-
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sitive data is easier to ensure. Microsoft, for example, migrated their enterprise
resource planning system to the cloud. They share the application server among
tenants but provide each one of them with a database instance that share the data-
base server and the underlying hardware [71]. As already stated, Shared Application
Multi-Tenancy is very costly and time-consuming for migration projects and is there-
fore predominantly used by native SaaS providers such as salesforce [66], [72]. For
new cloud applications that require multi-tenancy for a large amount of tenants
though, it can be considered as the preferred model [62].
3.4. Select Service Provider / Offering
Every decision except the Select Cloud Vendor decisions has undergone changes, how-
ever, only the decisions Define Roles of Responsibility and Define Resource Location
were significantly altered.
Select Cloud Deployment Model: The outcomes of the Select Cloud Deployment Model
decision have not been modified. Additional outcomes denoting all possible combi-
nations are not necessary due to the similarities of private and community clouds
regarding risks of multi-tenancy, security or performance and resource limitations
[10]. Thus, the outcome Hybrid Cloud will be defined as the combination of the
outcomes of Public Cloud and Private Cloud and/or Community Cloud respectively.
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Figure 3.9.: Comparison between the previous and updated Select Cloud Service
Model decision.
Sel ct Cl ud Service Model: The outcomes of this decision have been comple-
mented by their different combination possibilities as can be seen in Fig. 3.9. Due to
their ubiquitous use and well-known meaning, the abbreviations of the three respec-
tive service models: infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS)
and software as a service (SaaS) have been chosen as names for the outcomes to
keep them short and manageable, especially for the combinatorial outcomes.
Define Cloud Hosting: The outcomes of this decision have been, for the sake of
consistency and ease of use, slightly renamed omitting the term “cloud”. The new
names are On-Premise Hosting, Off-Premise Hosting and Hybrid Hosting. Any other
adaptations have not been necessary.
Define Roles of Responsibility: The amount of possible roles have been reduced
from eight to three. For clarification and a better understanding why the roles have
been altered, the three different categories defining the roles are described in the
following [10], [73]:
• Ownership: The ownership role defines who owns the physical hardware,
e.g., server, storage, network hardware and so on. In accordance with cloud
computing benefits it can be expected that a migration should also increase
flexibility with regard to the possessed infrastructure. Therefore, it can be
assumed that in case of an o f-premise hosting the ownership belongs to a
third party. Naturally, this applies anyway in case of a public cloud.
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• Operation: The operation role subsumes activities regarding infrastructure
maintenance, incident management, system and information integrity, protec-
tion and so on. The amount and variety of the activities change depending
on the service model. For instance, if a cloud provider offers PaaS he has to
take care amongst other things of the aforementioned activities plus scaling,
multi-tenancy and update for the platform level and the levels below.
• Management: The management role comprises all activities that would nor-
mally be performed by a cloud consumer regarding the specific service model.
In the case of SaaS, possible responsibilities would be account management
and configuration of the procured application within the limits of the provided
options. IaaS would add application deployment, management of virtual ma-
chines, operating systems and backups and many more tasks to the list.
Naturally, the chain of infrastructure outsourcing starts with the lower level tasks.
It seems therefore highly unlikely that as described through Role Set 3 in [18], a
cloud consumer would operate the cloud environment but not manage it. The same
applies to Role Set 2 and Role Set 4. Furthermore, the trend for on-premise clouds
is going towards buying complete out-of-the-box solutions [74]. That means that
hardware and software is already efficiently bundled into big racks providing the
customer with a pre-configured, easy to use private cloud platform, thus minimizing
and facilitating the operational tasks in the first place. Hence, Role Set 2 – Role Set 4
have been discarded.
Even though there are offers installing third-party owned hardware on-premise that
can be operated by the consumer or not [75], one of the predominant reasons for
a cloud migration is the freeing of the infrastructure burden, the flexibility and the
outsourcing of the risk of under- or over-provisioning [5], [23], [24]. Also, buying
hardware is, in the long run, normally monetarily better for the consumer than
leasing it. Given high workloads, the aforementioned out-of-the-box solutions would
be favorable. Naturally, taking the burden of operating the cloud environment for
third-party owned hardware seems unlikely and in case of a public cloud or off-
premise hosting it is out of the question anyway. Hence, Role Set 5 and Role Set 6
can be considered negligible and have been removed.
The performed changes, the three remaining outcomes and their possible combina-
tions can be seen in Fig. 3.10. For better comprehensibility and indication of their
meaning, the names of the outcomes have been changed. In case of Role Set 1 ev-
erything is controlled by the company migrating the application, hence the outcome
has been renamed to Inhouse. Role Set 8 is the exact opposite, thus the outcome
has been named Outsourced. Role Set 7 leaves the management part to the company
hence the name Management.
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Figure 3.10.: Comparison between the previous and updated Define Roles of Respon-
sibility decision.
Select Cloud Vendor: The cloud vendor outcome is currently defined a the result
of an evaluation of cloud vendors through the task Vendor Benchmark which consid-
ers primarily “soft facts” [18]. In order to select a cloud vendor based on the selected
technical outcomes in CloudDSF, it would be necessary to thoroughly examine var-
ious vendors regarding their provided features according to the decisions, i.e., their
offered scalability options, service models, etc. and create the respective outcomes
for each property.
The vast amount of cloud vendors as well as the plethora of different offerings would
exceed the scope of this thesis. For instance, Amazon as the biggest, yet only as one
cloud vendor, already lists 532 different cloud products and services with highly
variable pricing options and combinations. As a consequence, the outcome will not
be further refined. Instead, two new relationship types will be introduced to reflect
the dependencies of outcomes towards the cloud vendor, see Section 3.5 for further
details.
2The number of services has been derived based on the listed products at http://aws.amazon.com/
products/ (date of access 12/25/2014).
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Figure 3.11.: Comparison between the previous and updated Select Pricing Model
decision.
Select Pricing Model: Similar to the previous Select Cloud Vendor decision, it is not
feasible to examine all offered pricing options and combinations of different vendors.
For example, in a recent survey more than 16.000 prices have been tracked for only
six cloud vendors [3]. Also, a migrated application might consist of multiple services,
thus tremendously increasing the pricing options and combinations especially with
regard to elasticity [22], [76]. Yet, the outcome Combined Pricing Model on the
other hand would be too unspecific to infer any relations and would contradict the
pattern of explicitly stating all possible combinations among outcomes. As a result,
the outcome was removed resulting in a total of four outcomes as can be seen in
Fig. 3.11, intentionally simplifying the decision.
Define Resource Location: The original outcome lacked expressiveness for infer-
ring relations and has been replaced by two new outcomes indicating where the
resources, i.e., the application data, have to be kept. The data location is of crucial
importance because depending on the geographical location, data, regardless of its
origin or usage, might fall under the local laws and regulations [77], [78]. Specific
regions or countries as outcomes have been deemed inappropriate since a company
can operate in various regions and coverage of all possibilities would not be pos-
sible. Besides, the country is of less importance but rather the corresponding data
regulation laws. The high amount of regulations often depending on the business
domain, the uncertainty of their application and their outdated national charac-
ter thus inappropriateness for cloud computing commonly involving data transfers
across borders, renders them unsuitable as outcomes as well [77], [79], [80].
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Figure 3.12.: Comparison between the previous and updated Define Resource Loca-
tion decision.
Instead, a higher level – the jurisdiction of the company – has been used to define the
outcomes, visualized in Fig. 3.12. They d note whether the data has to be stored
within the same jurisdiction that the company operates in or not. This approach
therefore does not indicate specific regulations or laws but rather rise the aware-
ness if the migration is bound by data regulations or not and how that relates to
other decisions. An elaboration of whether a different jurisdiction can be used and
which specific laws and regulations will actually apply must be performed as part of
the task Compliance Assurance as a preceding and/or subsequent step, respectively.
Other considerations in relation to geographical distribution such as performance,
latency or cost were not and have not been included into the scope of this decision.
3.5. Review of Relations Between Decisions
In the following, all relations between decisions defined in [18] will be reviewed
and either confirmed, substituted or removed. To keep the actual review concise the
three newly identified relationship types wi l be briefly summarized and described
beforehand to foster a common understanding. The Influencing relationship type
defined in [18] remains untouched, indicating that a selection of an outcome i flu-
ences the possible selectable outcomes in the related decision. Influencing relations
that remain valid under the new assumptions and outcomes defined in Chapter 3,
will briefly be confirmed only. Further details regarding their influence can be ob-
tained from Chapter 4.
As explained in Section 3.4, the Select Cloud Vendor decision has not been refined.
In order to denote relations, two new relationship types have been introduced. Re-
lations from the Select Cloud Vendor decision are denoted by Binding relations. That
means that a decision and its connected outcomes are subject to the cloud vendor re-
garding support or exact implementation. The other way around, relations towards
the Select Cloud Vendor decision are denoted as Affecting relations. That means that
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the decision is imposing certain requirements towards a cloud vendor. Therefore,
those decisions affect the selection of an appropriate cloud vendor.
Several decisions require a subsequent selection of another decision. For instance, as
stated in Section 3.1, it cannot be inferred what kind of components or layers reside
on a tier. Therefore, the Select Application Tier decision requires the Select Application
Components decision for further refinement. These relations are denoted by a new
Requiring relationship type. It must be mentioned that in some cases a decision
might require more than one decision. If, however, decision A requires decision
B and decision B requires decision C, a requiring relation between A and C can
be inferred (transitivity) and will be encoded through the two respective requiring
relations.
In regard to influencing relationships, a different approach applies. If decision A
influences decision B and decision B influences decision C, an influencing decision
between decision A and C cannot be inferred, differing from the approach applied
in [18]. In other words an influencing relationship between two decisions cannot
be argued via the influence over another decision. However, if decision A influences
decision B that influences decision C and decision A influences decision C indepen-
dently from decision B, of course, a relation will be stated.
All relations defined in [18] are directed, thus there is always a source and a target
decision. An influencing relation from a decision A towards a decision B does not
imply an inverse influencing relationship. This definition will be kept and applied to
all relationship types. A summary of the relationship types, including an example,
can be found in Section 3.6.
3.5.1. Relations Within Decision Points
In order to keep the review comprehensible, first the relations between decisions
within decision points are examined. Subsequently in Section 3.5.2 the relations
between the decisions of different decision points are reviewed. Wherever appro-
priate, the term “decision” is omitted to keep the review less verbose, though the
decisions can be easily identified through the applied italicization. A detailed listing
of all identified decision relations which are described below can be found in the
appendix in Table A.1 and Table A.2.
Relations within Define Application Distribution: All influencing relations between
Select Application Tier and other decisions cannot be confirmed and have been re-
moved, see Fig. 3.13. As stated in Section 3.1, concrete mappings between layers
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Figure 3.13.: Decision relations within Define Application Distribution.
and tiers or tiers and components cannot be inferred. The same applies towards
Select Migration Type since a selection of one tier does not indicate if the complete
application or just part of it is migrated.
The influencing relations from Select Application Layer and Select Application Compo-
nents towards Select Migration Type and vice versa can be confirmed. The determin-
ing relationship between Select Application Layer and Select Application Components
has been substituted by a normal influencing relation since the assumptions and out-
comes of the latter decision have changed. The reverse influencing relationship can
be confirmed and still holds true under the new circumstances.
To enable a more detailed recommendation a selection of the migrated components
is necessary. Therefore, all decisions have a new requiring relation towards Select
Application Components. That means for example, in the case a tier is selected a
subsequent selection of components is required. In reverse, one requiring relation
towards Select Migration Type has been identified. If multiple components are se-
lected it is not yet clear if they comprise the whole application which would exclude
Migration Type II or if they represent a partial functionality.
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Figure 3.14.: Decision relations within Define Elasticity Strategy.
Relations within Define Elasticity Strategy: All defined relationships in [18] can be
confirmed. Additionally, the decision Define Scalability Level has, due to its new out-
come No Scaling, two new influencing relations towards Select Elasticity Automation
Degree and Select Scaling Trigger since the outcome, if selected, will render a trig-
ger or automation useless. Furthermore, four new requiring relations have been
identified, see Fig. 3.14. One from Select Elasticity Automation Degree towards Select
Scaling Trigger and vice versa. Either decision cannot be chosen on its own. Just
selecting a trigger outcome does not make sense because some sort of automation
degree is necessary. This applies analogously in reverse.
Another requiring relation exists between Select Scaling Type and Define Scalability
Level. The type of scaling is directly dependent on the scalability level, hence if a
scaling type is chosen a certain level has to be selected as well. The last requiring
relation exists between Select Elasticity Automation Degree and Select Scaling Type.
Any automation needs a certain scaling type otherwise there would be nothing to
automate. Logically this applies towards the level as well. However, through the
aforementioned requiring relation between the scaling type and scaling level, the
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level will be, through the chain of required relations, selected after all. Therefore,
additional requiring relations are not necessary and are already encoded in the tran-
sitive nature of the relations.
Relations within Define Multi-Tenancy Requirements: As an immediate result of the
conducted adaptations in Section 3.3 only one decision under the decision point
remains, rendering all relations within this decision point obsolete. Naturally they
will not be reviewed and have been removed.
Relations within Select Service Provider / Offering: All influencing relations can be
confirmed except those included in the Select Cloud Service Model decision. In con-
trast to the statement in [18], a service model does not influence or determine a
certain pricing model and vice versa. Indeed, specific combinations of pricing and
service models are popular and more likely, such as IaaS and pay-per-unit or pay-
per-use. However, there are too many varieties and combinations in such pricing,
complicating a possible generalization [75], [76], [81], [82]. Furthermore, the re-
sponsibilities are distributed to some extent regardless of the service model [73],
[83], see also Section 3.4
Several new relations have been identified. One new influencing relationship exists
between Define Resource Location and Define Cloud Hosting. For instance, if Data In
Different Jurisdiction is chosen, the option On-Premise Hosting is no longer allowed
because naturally, the data would be stored in the same jurisdiction instead of a
different one. Furthermore, all decisions within the decision point have an affecting
relation towards Select Cloud Vendor and a binding one in reverse, see Section 3.5.
Two previously existing influencing relations have been substituted accordingly. The
reasoning is very straightforward. As soon as a cloud vendor is involved, which could
be the case in any of the decisions or if the decision actually requires it, for example
in case of a public cloud, the vendor has to support the desired functionalities or in
reverse, restrict the available possibilities.
In addition, multiple requiring relations have been identified, see Fig. 3.15. The
Select Cloud Deployment Model decision has one towards Define Cloud Hosting and
one towards Select Cloud Vendor. The combination of the deployment model and the
hosting option is essential. One cannot go without the other since the implications,
requirements and properties vary significantly between, for example, an off-premise
or an on-premise private cloud [10]. Also, a public cloud indeed requires off-premise
hosting. The same applies for the cloud vendor. In the case of a public cloud,
a vendor has to be selected that actually serves as the cloud provider. Another
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Figure 3.15.: Decision relations within Select Service Provider / Offering.
requiring relation exists from Define Cloud Hosting towards Define Resource Location
and vice versa. In order to raise the awareness of the data location in case of an
off-premise hosting, the resource location has been deemed necessary to be defined.
The same holds true in reverse.
3.5.2. Relations Between Decision Points
Following the same order used previously, in this section all relations of the deci-
sions of one decision point towards other decision points’ decisions will be revised.
Relations towards and from the removed Select Kind of Multi-Tenancy decision are
obsolete and their removal will not be explicitly mentioned in the following. For
reference, within every paragraph a short figure depicting the identified influencing
and requiring relations for the respective decision points towards others will be pro-
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vided. A summary and visualization of the other relationship types can be found in
Section 3.6.
Relations from Define Application Distribution towards other decision points: To-
wards the decision point Define Elasticity Strategy all four influencing relations from
Select Application Layer and Select Application Tier have been deleted detaching the
decisions from any influence, see Fig. 3.16. As previously mentioned, a tier does not
indicate which components are migrated or if the tier comprises the whole or only
part of the application. Both, layer and tier neither have had any influence towards
the Define Scalability Level or Select Scaling Type decision. They are too unspecific to
indicate a necessary scaling on any level. Furthermore, the scaling type is influenced
and dependent on the level, hence only indirectly influenced by the aforementioned
decisions, as correctly stated in [18]. In that case, an indirect influence via Define
Scalability Level is sufficient and both relations have been removed. The same also
applies for Select Application Components or Select Migration Type whose relations
towards Select Scaling Type have been removed as well.
Relating to the decision point Define Multi-Tenancy Requirements the relation be-
tween Select Application Tier and Select Multi-Tenancy Level has been deleted. A tier
does not indicate if the complete application has been chosen for migration which
is a prerequisite for enabling multi-tenancy, see Section 3.3. Therefore, an influence
cannot be confirmed.
With respect to decision point Select Service Provider / Offering, three relations have
been removed. The first two existed from Select Application Layer and Select Ap-
plication Tier towards Select Cloud Service Model. In [18] it is argued that a single
application component, although at that time not yet defined as outcome under the
Select Application Components decision, would be likely migrated with PaaS or SaaS.
Firstly, a layer or tier does not exactly indicate what kind of components are mi-
grated. Secondly, a preferable option is not equal to a real influence. Therefore both
relations have been removed. The third removed relation existed between Select Mi-
gration Type and Define Cloud Hosting denoting that a certain migration type would
restrict the hosting options [18]. In fact, Andrikopoulos et al. specifically consider
any form of hosting possibility regardless of the migration type and only distinguish
between traditional (non-cloud) and cloud resources [13].
One new requiring relation has been identified from Select Application Components
towards Select Cloud Service Model. Through the chain of requiring relations within
the Define Application Distribution decision point, ultimately, the application compo-
nents and the service model will be chosen no matter what. This leads to a necessary
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Figure 3.16.: Outgoing decision relations of Define Application Distribution.
minimum of answered decisions in order to be able to give recommendations to the
decision maker. All other remaining relations between this decision point and others
can be confirmed.
Relations from Define Elasticity Strategy towards other decision points: For the re-
lations from Select Scaling Type towards all decisions of the Define Application Distri-
bution and Define Multi-Tenancy Requirements decision points, the same argument as
previously described for the reverse relations applies. Therefore five relations can-
not be confirmed and have been removed. The same is valid for the two relations
from Define Scalability Level towards Select Application Layer and Select Application
Tier respectively that have been removed as well. This leads to only three remaining
relations towards those decision points as can be seen in Fig. 3.17.
One new influencing relationship has been identified between Define Scalability Level
and Select Migration Type. A selection of the No Scaling outcome for example influ-
ences the available migration types because it is defined that Migration Type IV fully
leverages cloud computing capabilities, e.g., based on SaaS including scalability [10]
with the goal of a cloud-enabled application [13]. Therefore some kind of scal-
ing is necessary. Besides, Migration Type I depicts the migration of one component
thus inhibiting combinatorial scaling levels that would require different components.
Therefore, an influencing relationship is appropriate.
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Figure 3.17.: Outgoing decision relations of Define Elasticity Strategy.
With respect to decision point Select Service Provider / Offering, six new relations
have been identified. Four affecting relations between all decisions and the Select
Cloud Vendor decision since the vendor has to support not only the level and type
but also the automation and trigger options. In fact, a wide range of configurable
scaling options is not necessarily common. Microsoft Azure3, for example, introduced
semi-automatic scaling, a common feature, roughly a year ago and still lacks behind
in comparison to other cloud vendors such as Amazon or third-party scaling applica-
tions [84]. The other two relations are influencin associations from Select Elasticity
Automation Degree and Select Scaling Trigger towards Select Cloud Service Model. For
instance, any scaling automation and trigger would be useless in case of a SaaS en-
vironment because in that scenario the migrator would not have any direct influence
on how the scaling is performed by the cloud vendor. The r maining relations can
be confirmed.
A requiring relation between Define Scalability Level and Select Cloud Service Model
has been introduced, see Fig. 3.17. Since the scaling level implies that the cloud
consumer wants to have control over that level, an appropriate service model has
to be chosen. Therefore, a selected scaling level entails a service model and cannot
stand alone. Similarly to the Define Application Distribution decision point, the re-
quiring relations within the Define Elasticity Strategy decision point will lead at least
3http://azure.microsoft.com/
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Figure 3.18.: Outgoing decision relations of Define Multi-Tenancy Requirements.
to a basic scaling strategy including a selected service model no matter which of its
decisions is chosen first.
Relations from Define Multi-Tenancy Requirements towards other decision points:
The Select Multi-Tenancy Level decision is the only remaining decision under this
decision point. As for the previous two decision points, the influencing relations
towards Select Scaling Type and Select Applicat on Tier have been removed. All re-
maining influencing relations can be confirmed. Furthermore, an affecting relation-
ship towards the Select Cloud Vendor decision has been introduced. According to the
desired MTL, the cloud vendor has to ensure the separation between tenants. Oth-
erwise severe problems regarding data and performance isolation could arise [10],
[68], [69].
One new requiring relation from Select Multi-Tenancy Level towards Select Cloud Ser-
vice Model has been identified, see Fig. 3.18. In case a MTL is selected it is essential
with which service model it will be implemented since not all combinations are pos-
sible. For example, Shared Hardware Multi-Tenancy would not be suitable for a SaaS
environment because everything might be shared among tenants solely dependent
on the cloud vendor. Therefore, the desired separation cannot be enforced or en-
sured and will be highly unlikely [10].
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Figure 3.19.: Outgoing decision relations of Select Service Provider / Offering.
Relations from Select Service Provider / Offering towards other decision points: With
regard to the Define Application Distribution decision point, as in the reverse case,
an influence between Define Cloud Hosting and Select Migration Type cannot be con-
firmed [13]. Thus the relation has been removed. Three new influencing relations
from Select Cloud Service Model towards Select Scaling Type, Select Elasticity Automa-
tion Degree and Select Scaling Trigger have been added, see Fig. 3.19. The service
model influences the possible selection possibilities for any of the mentioned deci-
sions. For instance, since the scaling decisions imply that the cloud consumer wants
to have control of the desired and selected option a SaaS environment is not pos-
sible. In that case the cloud vendor would decide how the application is scaled.
Hence, in order to use a certain service model it might be necessary to waive some
of the scaling options which is depicted through the aforementioned relations.
Another influencing relation exists from Select Cloud Service M del towards Select
Application Components since a middleware component can only be migrated with
an IaaS or PaaS solution, see Section 3.1. All remaining influencing relations can be
confirmed, leading to a total of seven influencing relations. All outgoing relations
from the Select Cloud Service Model decision can be seen in Fig. 3.19.
Four new binding relations from Select Cloud Vendor towards all decisions of the
Define Elas ici y S rategy d ision oint hav been added, see Fig. 3.20. A selected
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vendor offers a specific set of scaling options and therefore binds the scaling related
decisions. Even though it might be possible to add trigger or automation function-
ality on top of the provided scaling options, the possibilities are still bound by the
vendor’s API functionalities [53].
3.6. Summary of the Refinement
Subsequently, a summary of the undertaken changes and the results of the refine-
ment and review will be given.
3.6.1. Identified Relations
In [18] two relationship types, namely influencing and determining, had been iden-
tified on the level of decisions. The determining relationship type no longer exists
after the review, yet three new relationship types have been introduced. Affecting
relations can exist from any decision towards the Select Cloud Vendor decision. They
denote that a decision imposes certain requirements upon the cloud vendor, hence
affecting the selection of the very same. In Fig. 3.20 it can be seen that Define Re-
source Location affects the Select Cloud Vendor decision because the cloud vendor has
to comply to the specified jurisdiction. In the case a vendor cannot offer a resource
location in the same jurisdiction as the company, the vendor cannot be chosen. Nat-
urally, the complete Define Application Distribution decision point does not have any
binding or affecting relations because the application topology and distribution is
not relevant with regard to the cloud vendor.
As a pendant, binding relations can only exist from the Select Cloud Vendor decision
towards any other decision, see Fig. 3.20. They denote that the variable participating
decision is subject to the cloud vendor regarding the support of the desired feature
and the actual implementation. A selected cloud vendor might offer only a specific
subset of service models, hence the decision Select Cloud Service Model is bound by
the vendor potentially reducing the amount of selectable outcomes.
An influencing relation can exist between any decision. It denotes that a selection
of an outcome influences the possible selectable outcomes in the related decision.
In Fig. 3.21 it is easily noted that the decisions heavily influence each other, es-
pecially the Select Application Components, Select Migration Type, Define Scalability
Level, Select Multi-Tenancy Level and Select Cloud Service Model decisions. They can
be considered essential to determine in order to migrate an application. Also, it is
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Figure 3.20.: Affecting and binding relationships between decisions.
clearly visible that only the Select Cloud Service Model of the Select Service Provider /
Offering decision point has any influencing relations towards other decision points.
The remaining decisions within the decision point are either without influencing re-
lations, in the case of Select Pricing Model and Select Cloud Vendor, or influence each
other thus forming a separate graph.
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Figure 3.21.: Influencing relationships between decisions.
A requiring relation can exist between any decision. It denotes that as soon as a
decision that has a requiring relation towards another decision is specified, the latter
has to be specified as well. Several requiring relations are logically pointing towards
the aforementioned strongly influenced decisions as can be seen in Fig. 3.22. The
requiring relations within the Define Elasticity Strategy decision point will ensure that
at least a basic and/or coherent scaling strategy is chosen. Selecting a trigger on its
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own is not possible and will inevitably lead to a complete definition of all scaling
decisions. Simply selecting the scaling level on the other hand is possible since the
level is sufficient and one does not have to fully specify the exact scaling strategy.
The same approach applies for the Define Application Distribution respectively.
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Figure 3.22.: Requiring relationships between decisions.
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3.6.2. The Refined Knowledge Base
In Table 3.1 the refined knowledge base is summarized. While all decision points
and, except for the Select Kind of Multi-Tenancy decision, all decisions still exist, the
outcomes have been significantly changed.
Table 3.1.: The refined decision support framework knowledge base showing the
decisions and outcomes for each decision point.
Decision Point – Define Application Distribution
Select Application Layer
Presentation Layer Layer
Business Layer
Resource Layer
Presentation + Business Layer
Presentation + Resource Layer
Business + Resource Layer
Presentation + Business + Resource Layer
Select Application Tier
Client Tier
Application Tier
Data Tier
Client + Application Tier
Client + Data Tier
Application + Data Tier
Client + Application + Data Tier
Select Application Components
Application Component
Application Components
Middleware Component
Middleware Components
Application + Middleware Component
Application Component + Middleware Components
Middleware Component + Application Components
Application + Middleware Components
Select Migration Type
Migration Type I
Migration Type II
Migration Type III
Migration Type IV
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Decision Point – Define Elasticity Strategy
Define Scalability Level
No Scaling
VM Level Scaling
Middleware Level Scaling
Application Level Scaling
VM + Middleware Level Scaling
VM + Application Level Scaling
Middleware + Application Level Scaling
VM + Middleware + Application Level Scaling
Select Scaling Type
Vertical Scaling
Horizontal Scaling
Hybrid Scaling
Select Elasticity Automation Degree
Manual Scaling
Semi-Automatic Scaling
Semi-Automatic Third-Party Scaling
Automatic Scaling
Automatic Third-Party Scaling
Select Scaling Trigger
No Trigger
Event-Driven Trigger
Proactive Trigger
Decision Point – Define Multi-Tenancy Requirements
Select Multi-Tenancy Level
Shared Hardware Multi-Tenancy
Shared OS Multi-Tenancy
Shared Middleware Multi-Tenancy
Shared Application Multi-Tenancy
Decision Point – Select Service Provider / Offering
Select Cloud Deployment Model
Public Cloud
Private Cloud
Community Cloud
Hybrid Cloud
Select Cloud Service Model
IaaS
PaaS
SaaS
IaaS + PaaS
IaaS + SaaS
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PaaS + SaaS
Iaas + PaaS + SaaS
Define Cloud Hosting
On-Premise Hosting
Off-Premise Hosting
Hybrid Hosting
Define Roles of Responsibility
Inhouse
Management
Outsourced
Inhouse + Management
Inhouse + Outsourced
Management + Outsourced
Inhouse + Management + Outsourced
Select Cloud Vendor Evaluated Cloud Vendor
Select Pricing Model
Free
Pay-Per-Use
Pay-Per-Unit
Charge-Per-Use (Subscription)
Define Resource Location
Data In Same Jurisdiction
Data In Different Jurisdiction
To depict the changes to the knowledge base, the number of decision points, de-
cisions and outcomes per decision point have been quantified in Table 3.2. In this
regard, four decisions, namely Select Application Components, Define Scalability Level,
Select Multi-Tenancy Level and Define Resource Location, have been deemed as modi-
fied since their outcomes and general understanding have been significantly altered
in contrast to their predecessors. This also means that their old outcomes are consid-
ered as removed, and their new outcomes as added instead of modified. Modified
on the level of outcomes is defined as adjustments such as slight changes to the
underlying assumptions.
Only one decision, Select Kind of Multi-Tenancy, and none of the decision points have
been deleted. Previously, 67 different basic outcomes, i.e., outcomes that cannot be
expressed by a combination of others, have been reduced to 49. However, due to the
removal of 29 basic outcomes under the Select Multi-Tenancy Architecture decision
without actually losing much information, the numbers of basic outcomes for other
decisions have been increased. Even though the total number of outcomes have
therefore been only merely reduced by seven, in fact 45 outcomes have been deleted
and 38 new ones added leading to a total of 39 out of 84 outcomes remaining the
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same as previously defined in [18]. Hence, roughly 54% of all original outcomes
have been discarded or substituted by different outcomes which in turn means that
only 46% of the previous knowledge base remains the same.
Table 3.2.: Summary of the changes between the previous (CloudDSF) and the re-
fined knowledge base (CloudDSF+).
CloudDSF Removed Added Modified CloudDSF+
No. of Decision Points 4 0 0 0 4
No. of Decisions 17 1 0 4 16
No. of Outcomes per Decision Point
Define Application Distribution 14 4 16 5 26
Define Elasticity Strategy 14 3 8 2 19
Define Multi-Tenancy Requirements 31 31 4 0 4
Select Service Provider / Offering 25 7 10 6 28
Total No. of Outcomes 84 45 38 13 77
The number of relations between decisions (within decision points and between
them) has been summarized in Table 3.3. Within decision points, the number of re-
lations has decreased except for the decision point Select Service Provider / Offering
where, due to the Select Cloud Vendor decision, several affecting and binding rela-
tions have been added. Most relations between decision point have been removed
starting from decisions belonging to the Define Application Distribution decision point
and among those, especially from the Select Application Tier decision. In total, the
number of relations between decision points has increased due to the new affecting,
binding and requiring relations. In fact 30 influencing decisions have been removed
and only 14 new decisions have been added.
Through the undertaken refinements a more detailed selection per decision is now
feasible since all different possible combinations of basic outcomes are denoted by
one corresponding outcome instead of one generic outcome as before. Also, the ex-
pressiveness and conciseness of the knowledge base has been significantly increased
while simultaneously ensuring the suitability of the outcomes for an identification
of relations between them. The review of relations between decisions not only en-
sures the consistency and validity of the knowledge base but will facilitate and also
serve as a basis for the following elaboration of relations between outcomes in the
subsequent chapter.
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Table 3.3.: Quantification of decision relations before and after the review.
CloudDSF Removed Added Confirmed CloudDSF+
No. of Relations Within Decision Points
Define Application
Distribution
12 7 5 5 10
Define Elasticity Strategy 4 0 8 4 12
Define Multi-Tenancy
Requirements 2 2 0 0 0
Select Service Provider /
Offering 11 5 18 6 24
No. of Relations Between Decision Points
Define Application
Distribution
17 10 1 7 8
Define Elasticity Strategy 10 6 8 4 12
Define Multi-Tenancy
Requirements 7 2 2 5 7
Select Service Provider /
Offering 4 1 9 3 12
Total 67 33 51 34 85
No. of Occurrences of Relationship Types
Affecting 0 0 11 – 11
Binding 0 0 11 – 11
Determining 3 3 0 – 0
Influencing 64 30 14 – 48
Requiring 0 0 15 – 15
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Framework With Relations Between
Outcomes
In the following chapter the relations among outcomes between different decisions
will be elaborated and defined based on the previously refined and updated knowl-
edge base. This results in considerably extending the decision support framework.
Naturally, only those combinations of outcomes that already have an identified rela-
tion between their respective decisions will be considered, see Section 3.5. In order
to keep the chapter less verbose, all affecting and binding relationships will be solely
discussed under the Select Cloud Vendor decision since a further refinement on the
level of outcomes is impossible, see Section 4.4.5. Within the context of the elabo-
ration, several different relationship types between outcomes have been discovered
and are defined beforehand in Table 4.1 to facilitate a clear and concise discussion.
The table also depicts the used abbreviations and color scheme for all subsequent ta-
bles that denote the relations between outcomes including those in Appendix A.1.
It is critical to mention that several assumptions have been made. Firstly, within each
decision only one outcome can be selected at any time equaling an XOR (exclusive
or) relationship between them. Secondly, several decisions consist of basic outcomes
and combinatorial outcomes that can be expressed as a combination of the former.
The combinatorial outcomes inherit the relations of their basic outcomes. However, in
case the contributing basic outcomes have a contradicting relation towards another
outcome the prevailing relation will be determined on a per decision basis.
The following sections each correspond to one specific decision point and are struc-
tured by their respective decisions. For each decision all relations from its outcomes
towards other relevant outcomes are discussed and defined.
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Table 4.1.: Definition of the relationship types between outcomes.
Relationship Type Abbrev. Definition
Allowing a
An allowing relation between outcome A and outcome B de-
notes that in case A is selected, B can be selected as well. Con-
sequently, A neither entails nor prohibits B.
Excluding ex
An excluding relation between outcome A and outcome B de-
notes that if A is selected, B can no longer be selected anymore.
Hence, A prohibits B.
Including in
An including relation between outcome A and outcome B de-
notes that if A is selected, B becomes obligatory and has to be
selected as well. Hence, A entails B.
Affecting aff
An affecting relation can only exist from outcomes of any deci-
sion towards the Evaluated Cloud Vendor outcome of the Select
Cloud Vendor decision. It denotes that the participating outcome
imposes certain requirements upon the cloud vendor, hence af-
fecting the selection of the vendor per se.
(Externally) Binding eb
An (externally) binding relation can only exist from the outcome
Evaluated Cloud Vendor of the Select Cloud Vendor decision to-
wards any other decision’s outcomes. It denotes that the variable
participating outcome is subject to the cloud vendor regarding
the support of the desired feature and the actual implementa-
tion. Thus, it is externally bounded and out of the influence of
the migrator.
4.1. Define Application Distribution
All of in the following identified relations are stated in detail in the appendix from
Table A.3 to Table A.7.
4.1.1. Select Application Layer
Select Application Components: The basic outcome Presentation Layer can com-
prise one Application Component or multiple Application Components. It can also
contain one or more Middleware Components but only if at least one application
component is present. Even though web applications might merge presentation and
business layer logic, thus increasing the middleware capabilities and responsibilities
of the presentation layer, the absence of an application component is deemed highly
unlikely [51]. Therefore, and to further differentiate the Presentation Layer from the
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Table 4.2.: Subset of outcome relations of Select Application Layer.
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Select Application Layer Select Application Components Select Migration Type
Presentation Layer a a ex ex a a a a a a ex ex
Business Layer a a a a a a a a a a ex ex
Resource Layer ex ex a a ex ex ex ex a a ex ex
Presentation + Business Layer ex a ex ex a a a a ex a ex ex
Presentation + Resource Layer ex ex ex ex a a a a ex a ex ex
Business + Resource Layer ex ex ex a a a a a ex a ex ex
Presentation + Business + Resource Layer ex ex ex ex ex a a a ex a a a
Business Layer outcome, two excluding relationships for the respective middleware
component outcomes have been defined, see Table 4.2.
The outcome Business Layer can contain any combination of components, whereas
the Resource Layer can only contain middleware components leading to six excluding
relationships and two allowing relationships towards Middleware Component and
Middleware Components. Any combination of two basic outcomes logically renders
a single component impossible but allows any of the other combinatorial outcomes.
Also, the dual combinations including the basic outcome Resource Layer prohibit
a selection of the Application Components outcome. For the outcome Presentation
+ Business + Resource Layer the same applies with one exception. The outcome
excludes Application + Middleware Component since three layers entail at least three
components.
Select Migration Type: The three basic outcomes allow (due to the fact that they
can contain single or multiple components) either Migration Type I or Migration Type
II and exclude the other two. Any combination of two basic outcomes allows only
Migration Type II and excludes all others since logically more than one layer and thus
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more than one component is migrated, yet not the whole application, see Table 4.2.
Hence, the combinatorial outcome Presentation + Business + Resource Layer allows,
besides Migration Type II, also Migration Type III as well as Migration Type IV and
fulfills their requirement that the complete application is migrated. This is naturally
the case since in accordance with the definition in Section 3.1 all components on a
selected layer have to be migrated. In this regard it can also be taken for granted that
a complete application migration encompasses application as well as middleware
components.
Select Multi-Tenancy Level: Conforming to Section 3.3, the Select Multi-Tenancy
Level decision and therefore all its outcomes requires the complete application to
be migrated in order to be applicable. This leads to excluding relationships towards
all MTLs except for the outcome Presentation + Business + Resource Layer that de-
notes a complete application migration, thus leading to an allowing relationship, see
Table A.3.
4.1.2. Select Application Tier
No relations exists between any decision and the Select Application Tier decision fol-
lowing the discussion in Section 3.1. Consequently, no relations have to be identified
on the level of outcomes.
4.1.3. Select Application Components
Select Application Layer: The relations from the outcomes of the Select Application
Components decision towards the Select Application Layer decision’s outcomes are
the inversion of the relation in the opposite direction, see Table A.4, as described in
Section 4.1.1. The same arguments and reasoning applies and will therefore not be
repeated.
Select Migration Type: Regarding the outcome of the Select Migration Type decision,
see Table 4.3, Migration Type I is only possible with the outcome Application Com-
ponent or Middleware Component (allowing relations) whereas all others exclude it.
Migration Type II is excluded by the two single component type outcomes but is al-
lowed by any other outcome. Migration Type III and Migration Type IV are excluded
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Table 4.3.: Subset of outcome relations of Select Application Components.
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Select Application Components Select Migration Type Select Cloud Service Model
Application Component a ex ex ex a a a ex ex ex ex
Application Components ex a ex ex a a a a a a a
Middleware Component a ex ex ex a a ex ex ex ex ex
Middleware Components ex a ex ex a a ex a ex ex ex
Application + Middleware Component ex a ex ex a a ex a ex ex ex
Application Component + Middleware Components ex a ex ex a a ex a ex ex ex
Middleware Component + Application Components ex a ex ex a a ex a ex ex ex
Application + Middleware Components ex a a a a a ex a ex ex ex
by all outcomes except the Application + Middleware Components outcome. Theo-
retically, the outcomes Application Component + Middleware Components and Mid-
dleware Component + Application Components would be possible as well. However,
in the case that the complete application is migrated it does not influence further
decision making if the application comprises only a single component of any of the
two component types. The outcome Application + Middleware Components denotes
therefore a migration of the complete application whereas the former two outcomes
are denoting more detailed cases of Migration Type II migrations.
Define Scalability Level: The outcomes Application Component and Application Com-
ponents on their own logically exclude any outcome including Middleware Level Scal-
ing because no middleware is migrated in the first place. This applies for the out-
comes Middleware Component and Middleware Components towards Application Level
Scaling respectively. VM Level Scaling is only possible if some sort of middleware
is migrated. Nevertheless, all combinatorial outcomes allow any form of scaling
since a component is always present to which a specific scaling level can be applied.
For instance, the outcome Application Component + Middleware Components allows,
through the comprising application component, Application Level Scaling. However,
a scaling of the complete application stack denoted by VM + Middleware + Appli-
cation Level Scaling would also be possible, see Table A.5. With regard to the No
Scaling outcome no restrictions apply, thus all outcomes have an allowing relation-
ship towards it. The migrator always has the freedom of decision if the migrated
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application components shall be scaled or not, assuming that an appropriate mech-
anism is available, see Section 4.2.1.
Select Multi-Tenancy Level: Similar to the relations between outcomes of the Select
Application Layer and Select Multi-Tenancy Level decision only the outcome Applica-
tion + Middleware Components, depicting a complete application migration, allows
multi-tenancy and thus any of the MTLs. All other outcomes of the Select Application
Components decision exclude any form of multi-tenancy, see Table A.5.
Select Cloud Service Model: The relations between components and service models
are directly based on the assumptions stated in Section 3.1 and Section 3.5.1. Ap-
plication components can use any service model whereas middleware components
are restricted to IaaS or PaaS. Logically, a single component can only be migrated
using one service model leading to excluding relationships from Application Com-
ponent and Middleware Component towards all combinatorial outcomes and for the
latter also towards SaaS, see Table 4.3. Multiple application as well as middleware
components and any combination of them can be migrated using IaaS, PaaS or IaaS
+ PaaS.
The SaaS outcome is only applicable for application components, hence only for two
outcomes of the Select Application Components decision and for none of the combi-
natorial ones. In those cases, any allowing relation towards SaaS is prevailed by the
excluding relation from the outcomes Middleware Component or Middleware Com-
ponents respectively. In actuality, using SaaS equals a substitution of the migrated
functionality or application. A suitable SaaS solution is highly unlikely for any ma-
jor legacy application. Besides, typical middleware components such as databases
or application servers are also only offered as part of PaaS solutions since on their
own they do not per se deliver any form of business functionality, hence render-
ing themselves unable to be subsumed under SaaS [10]. Moreover, migrating an
application component to a SaaS environment would render the underlying middle-
ware unnecessary in the first place as well as requiring the migration of middleware
simultaneously.
4.1.4. Select Migration Type
Select Application Layer: All relations from the outcomes of Select Migration Type
towards the outcomes of Select Application Layer are a reflection as for the previously
defined relations in reverse, see Section 4.1.1. However, two relations namely those
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from Migration Type III and Migration Type IV towards the outcome Presentation
+ Business + Resource Layer have been defined as including instead of allowing
relations, see Table A.6. Both types depict a migration of the complete application
thus all layers must be included.
Select Application Components: The same reasoning as above also applies with
regard to the relations towards the Select Application Components decisions. There-
fore, all relations between outcomes are the same as in reverse, see Section 4.1.3
and Table A.6 respectively. The only exceptions are the two relations from Migra-
tion Type III and Migration Type IV towards the outcome Application + Middleware
Components. Both relations have been substituted by an including relationship.
Define Scalability Level: Migration Type I has, since only one component is mi-
grated, the relations resulting out of the combination of defined allowing relations
from Application Component and Middleware Component towards the Define Scala-
bility Level decision as defined in Section 4.1.3. Therefore, five allowing and three
excluding relations have been identified. Migration Type II and Migration Type III
allow any form of scaling, whereas Migration Type IV excludes the No Scaling op-
tion. As defined in Section 3.1, the outcome Migration Type IV explicitly attempts
to leverage cloud computing capabilities, thus including some level of scaling, see
Table A.7.
Select Multi-Tenancy Level: Multi-tenancy is, as already mentioned, only possible
if the complete application is migrated. Therefore Migration Type I and Migration
Type II exclude any outcome of the Select Multi-Tenancy Level decision, see Table 4.4.
For instance, in the case of migrating a database to a public cloud, it is highly likely
that multi-tenancy is applied through the cloud vendor for the underlying resources.
However, it would only apply to that specific component of the partially migrated
application and therein out of the scope and control of the consumer. Therefore,
it contradicts the definition and understanding of multi-tenancy as stated in Sec-
tion 3.3. This circumstance can only be partly reflected by the decision support
framework through the binding relations from the cloud vendor.
Migration Type III allows any MTL due to the fact that by definition the complete
application is migrated, wrapped as-is in a VM. Therefore, extensive reengineering
might be necessary to implement multi-tenancy on a higher level depending on the
application architecture [13]. The same relations apply for Migration Type IV that
specifically tries to leverage multi-tenancy. In the end, Migration Type IV will at least
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Table 4.4.: Subset of outcome relations of Select Migration Type.
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Select Migration Type Select Multi-Tenancy Level Select Cloud Service Model
Migration Type I ex ex ex ex a a a ex ex ex ex
Migration Type II ex ex ex ex a a a a a a a
Migration Type III a a a a in ex ex ex ex ex ex
Migration Type IV a a a a ex a a ex ex a ex
use Shared Middleware Multi-Tenancy or higher due to the restrictions regarding the
service model, see Section 4.4.2. However, this restriction is not in the scope of the
discussion of the relations between these two decisions.
Select Cloud Service Model: In Section 3.1, the correlations between the migration
types and service models have been stated. More specifically, Migration Type I and
Migration Type II can be used with any of the service models leading to allowing
relations. The latter can also be used with any combination of service models since
multiple components are migrated, see Table 4.4. By definition, Migration Type III
needs the IaaS outcome whereas Migration Type IV can either use PaaS, SaaS or PaaS
+ SaaS [13].
4.2. Define Elasticity Strategy
All identified relations in the following are stated in detail in the appendix from
Table A.8 to Table A.12.
4.2.1. Define Scalability Level
In advance it can be noted that the No Scaling outcome naturally renders any further
specification through other decisions under the Define Elasticity Strategy decision
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point useless. If nothing is selected to be scaled then any form of scaling type,
automation or trigger is no longer applicable anymore. Therefore, from the No
Scaling outcome excluding relations have been defined towards all outcomes of the
aforementioned decisions, see Tables A.8 and A.9, and will not be explicitly stated
in the following.
Select Application Components and Select Migration Type: The relations between
outcomes from Define Scalability Level towards the Select Application Components
decision, see Section 4.1.3, are an exact reflection and will not be stated in the fol-
lowing. The same applies for the relation towards the Select Migration Type decision,
see Table A.8.
Select Scaling Type: In accordance with Section 3.2, vertical scaling on its own is
only applicable for VMs. Logically, only the outcome VM Level Scaling allows Vertical
Scaling. Horizontal Scaling is allowed by any outcome of the Define Scalability Level
decision. Hybrid Scaling, the combination of both scaling types, is only applicable for
scaling levels subsuming the VM Level Scaling thereby satisfying the vertical scaling
portion, see Table 4.5. The same argument but probably more intuitive applies for
the other way around, see Section 4.2.2.
Select Elasticity Automation Degree: The relations are exactly the same as in re-
verse. Through the more comprehensible description from the Select Elasticity Au-
tomation Degree decision point of view, the relations have been described under
Section 4.2.3.
Select Scaling Trigger: As previously mentioned, the No Scaling outcome excludes
any of the scaling triggers, see Table A.9. Besides that, only allowing relationships
exist. In fact, the scaling level can be described as agnostic towards the trigger. Any
further restrictions that might apply will be denoted by other decisions such as Select
Elasticity Automation Degree or Select Cloud Service Model and are not in the scope of
this decision.
Select Multi-Tenancy Level: The relations between the outcome of the Define Scal-
ability Level decision towards outcomes of the Select Multi-Tenancy Level decision are
an one-to-one reflection as for the other way around, see Table A.9 and Table A.11
respectively following the discussion in Section 4.3.1.
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Table 4.5.: Subset of outcome relations of Define Scalability Level.
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Define Scalability Level Select Scaling Type Select Cloud Service Model
No Scaling ex ex ex a a ex a a a a
VM Level Scaling a a a a ex ex a a ex a
Middleware Level Scaling ex a ex a ex ex a a ex a
Application Level Scaling ex a ex a a ex a a a a
VM + Middleware Level Scaling ex a a a ex ex a a ex a
VM + Application Level Scaling ex a a a ex ex a a ex a
Middleware + Application Level Scaling ex a ex a ex ex a a ex a
VM + Middleware + Application Level Scaling ex a a a ex ex a a ex a
Select Cloud Service Model: The service models are predominantly distinguished
by their separation of control between provider and consumer [19], with IaaS pro-
viding the most control and SaaS the least. With regard to scaling, this translates
as follows. In case of the IaaS outcome, the consumer has full control of all parts
including the VMs supplied by the provider. Thus, any scaling level outcome or none
at all can be implemented by the consumer leading to allowing relations only. SaaS
on the other hand “frees” the consumer from any sort of scaling in the first place.
Logically any outcome of the Define Scalability Level decision excludes SaaS as se-
lectable outcome since it is completely out of the scope and control of the consumer.
Therefore, in order to select a pure SaaS solution no scaling level must be chosen.
PaaS as the service model in between the former two removes both the VM Level
Scaling and Middleware Level Scaling outcomes out of the scope of the consumer but
still allows Application Level Scaling on top of the provided PaaS environment. PaaS
offerings that allow influence regarding VMs of the provider’s underlying IaaS solu-
tion cannot be considered fully-fledged to enable VM Level Scaling and are also very
rare in practice. In fact, Jelastic claims to be the only provider supporting true verti-
cal scalability for PaaS [85]. However, this special case rather mimics a combination
of a IaaS and PaaS offering and furthermore several problems remain [85]. To that
end, only the Application Level Scaling and the No Scaling outcomes have an allow-
ing relationship towards the outcome PaaS, see Table 4.5. The No Scaling option is
valid since one does not have to scale the application as a whole even though the
underlying resources might be scaled by the cloud provider. The outcome still fulfills
its purpose and renders a further refinement of the scaling strategy unnecessary.
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Towards all combinatorial outcomes including the IaaS option the same relations as
for the basic outcome itself applies, thus only allowing relations. Similarly, in case
of PaaS + SaaS the same relationships from the scaling levels as towards the PaaS
outcome apply, see Table 4.5.
4.2.2. Select Scaling Type
Define Scalability Level: It needs to be mentioned that a selected scaling type im-
plies that some sort of scaling is desired, thus leading to excluding relations from
any outcome towards the No Scaling option. In accordance with Section 3.2 and
Section 4.2.1, all relations are a reflection as for the reverse case. Therefore, Ver-
tical Scaling alone is only applicable for VMs hence the outcome only includes the
VM Level Scaling option while excluding all others. Horizontal Scaling on the other
hand is applicable to any scaling level thus allowing all of them. The combination
of both, Hybrid Scaling can be applied to all scaling levels containing the VM Level
Scaling outcome because in that case the vertical scaling part can be satisfied. Be-
sides, restricting the Hybrid Scaling outcome to the VM Level Scaling outcome would
be counterintuitive for decision makers since a differentiation of the applied scaling
type per level is often not considered and rather generalized, thus vertical scaling of
the underlying VMs is often implied.
Select Cloud Service Model: The different scaling types influence the possible ser-
vice models similar as the Define Scalability Level decision does. True control over
Vertical Scaling is only offered by a IaaS environment, see Section 4.2.1. Therefore,
Vertical Scaling excludes PaaS, SaaS and their combination. All other outcomes are
allowed. Horizontal Scaling additionally allows PaaS and PaaS + SaaS leading to
only one excluding relationship towards SaaS. Hybrid Scaling has the exact relation
as Vertical Scaling since the IaaS outcome is the determining factor to satisfy the
Vertical Scaling outcome, see Table A.13.
4.2.3. Select Elasticity Automation Degree
Define Scalability Level: Similar to the case of the Select Scaling Type decision, see
Section 4.2.2, any form of chosen automation indicates some sort of desired scal-
ing thus excluding the No Scaling option. Furthermore, the scaling automation ap-
plies to all scaling levels uniformly. Manual Scaling, Semi-Automatic Scaling and
Semi-Automatic Third-Party Scaling allow all different scaling levels. Even though
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the semi-automatic scaling option is often sufficient and easier to apply, more de-
manding applications are in need of more sophisticated automated scaling strategies
[86].
In CloudDSF, automatic scaling, or that which does not require any form of manually
set thresholds with a proactive trigger, was considered to be in ongoing research
[18]. This can partly be confirmed since most of the automatic scaling approaches
in combination with a proactive (predictive) trigger, used to anticipate future load
spikes, only deal with the infrastructure level and are still in their infancy [87],
[88]. In addition, the term automatic scaling was and in fact is still widely used for
semi-automatic scaling by providers and consumers alike and common classification
schemes as well as benchmarks for scaling approaches are still missing [88].
However, extensive research is currently being performed with regard to auto scal-
ing mechanisms by third parties based on cloud vendor offerings or open source
implementations [88], [89], [90], [91], [92] also including some for higher service
models [93], [94], [95]. To that end, the Automatic Scaling outcome, thus indicating
that the scaling is performed by the migrator, is restricted due to the associated dif-
ficulties to the VM Level Scaling and excludes all other outcomes, see Table 4.6. The
Automatic Third-Party Scaling outcome on the other hand allows all scaling levels,
leaving the concrete implementation to the third party. How the third party actually
achieves and promotes the provided scaling is out of the decision maker’s concern.
In fact, from the migrator point of view the relevant aspect is that an automatic scal-
ing without direct involvement of himself is performed and ensured. This leads to
seven allowing and one excluding relationship for the Automatic Third-Party Scaling
outcome, see Table 4.6.
Select Scaling Trigger: As stated in Section 3.2, Manual Scaling does not describe
a day-to-day activity but rather a longhand planned scaling action. Therefore, any
trigger that would initiate some scaling is excluded leading to one including relation
to the No Trigger outcome and excluded all other outcomes. The Semi-Automatic
Scaling outcome is always paired with an Event-Driven Trigger. Usually defined
thresholds such as memory usage, degree of CPU utilization or number of incom-
ing requests will trigger some sort of previously defined scaling action [58]. This
combination is widespread and commonly supported by the majority of cloud ven-
dors [58], [87]. Semi-Automatic Scaling therefore includes the Event-Driven Trigger
and excludes all other outcomes.
As a result of the aforementioned research activities regarding automatic scaling
strategies, hybrid approaches emerged that use reactive as well as predictive triggers
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Table 4.6.: Subset of outcome relations of Select Elasticity Automation Degree.
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Select Elasticity Automation Degree Define Scalability Level Select Scaling Trigger
Manual Scaling ex a a a a a a a in ex ex
Semi-Automatic Scaling ex a a a a a a a ex in ex
Semi-Automatic Third-Party Scaling ex a a a a a a a ex ex ex
Automatic Scaling ex a ex ex ex ex ex ex ex a a
Automatic Third-Party Scaling ex a a a a a a a ex ex ex
[88], [90]. Therefore, Automatic Scaling does allow the Proactive Trigger as well as
the Event-Driven Trigger outcome relaxing the one-to-one relationship between au-
tomatic scaling and proactive trigger defined in [18]. Furthermore, the Automatic
Third-Party Scaling but also the Semi-Automatic Third-Party Scaling render any trig-
ger selection unnecessary since the scaling is performed by a third party. How the
third party is triggering their specific scaling actions is, intentionally by selecting the
respective outcome, out of interest for the consumer. Therefore, excluding relation-
ships have been defined from those two outcomes, see Table 4.6.
Select Cloud Service Model: The relations between Select Elasticity Automation De-
gree and Select Cloud Service Model are straightforward based on the previously
stated assumptions and Section 3.2. The outcomes Manual Scaling, Semi-Automatic
Scaling and Semi-Automatic Third-Party Scaling all have the same relations allowing
all outcomes excluding only the SaaS option, see Table A.11. Automatic Scaling re-
quires, due to the focus on the VM level the IaaS outcome. Therefore, only those
outcomes are allowed that include the IaaS outcome excluding the remaining three
outcomes. The third party option does similarly, as for the other decisions before,
relax that assumption towards PaaS leading to only one remaining excluding rela-
tionship towards SaaS.
The SaaS outcome is always excluded since in that case any scaling is out of the
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control of the consumer. For all the combinatorial outcomes containing the SaaS or
maybe also PaaS option will naturally not be entailed by the automation but bound
by the cloud vendor. However, this partially bound relation cannot be explicitly
depicted and is a limitation of the decisions support framework.
4.2.4. Select Scaling Trigger
Define Scalability Level: All relations are exact reflections of the identified relations
towards this outcome, see Section 4.2.1 and Table A.12 respectively. This leads to
an excluding relation for each trigger towards No Scaling and allowing relations
towards all other outcomes. The trigger is not concerned what level is scaled but
that at least one level is scaled.
Select Elasticity Automation Degree: Apart from one relation from Event-Driven
Trigger towards Semi-Automatic Scaling all relations are exactly the same as in the
reverse case, see Section 4.2.3. The mentioned relation has been defined as allowing
instead of including since an event-driven trigger can be used in conjunction with
automatic as well as semi-automatic scaling.
Select Cloud Service Model: Any trigger, if chosen, implies that the cloud migrator
wants to utilize that specific trigger. Thus, in the case of the Proactive Trigger it
is only applicable for the basic outcome IaaS or any of the outcomes including it.
All other outcomes are logically excluded. The No Trigger and Event-Driven Trigger
outcomes allow any form of service model outcome except the basic outcome SaaS.
The outcome No Trigger option excludes SaaS since the choice still indicates that
some scaling is applied just not in a triggered fashion. See Section 3.4 and Table A.12
for reference.
4.3. Define Multi-Tenancy Requirements
All identified relations in the following are stated in detail in the appendix in Ta-
ble A.14 and Table A.15.
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4.3.1. Select Multi-Tenancy Level
Select Application Layer, Select Application Components and Select Migration Type:
All outcomes of the Select Multi-Tenancy Level decision have an including relation
towards the Presentation + Business + Resource Layer outcome because of the pre-
requisite that the complete application has to be migrated, thus all layers have to be
chosen. As a consequence, excluding relationships exist towards all other outcomes.
Similarly, this applies to the Select Application Components decisions. All outcomes
of the decision are excluded except the Application + Middleware Components out-
come that is included by all of the four MTLs. The relations between outcomes of
the Select Multi-Tenancy Level and the Select Migration Type decision are an exact re-
flection of the inverse relations and will not be further explained, see Section 4.1.4
and Table A.14 respectively.
Define Scalability Level and Select Cloud Service Model: The outcomes of the Se-
lect Multi-Tenancy Level decision denote on which level an application shall not be
shared. Shared Middleware Multi-Tenancy for example means that every tenant is
provided with a dedicated application instance, but shares the middleware and all
underlying hardware with others. In order to achieve the desired benefits of multi-
tenancy as stated in Section 3.3, those underlying resources must be able to scale.
Accordingly, the scaling level has to correspond at least to the level on which multi-
tenancy is applied. Thus, it can be concluded that MTLs have an almost symbiotic
relationship towards the scaling level.
In matters of the Select Cloud Service Model decision, a chosen MTL requires a service
model that supports the separation of tenants on the desired level. That means that
the cloud consumer must have control over those parts of the application leading to
certain possible combinations, see Fig. 3.7 in Section 3.3 for reference. In summary,
this results in the following relations, see Table 4.7, between the four MTLs and
the outcomes of the Define Scalability Level and Select Cloud Service Model decision
respectively:
• Shared Application Multi-Tenancy: If the application instance and every-
thing below is shared the whole application stack has to be scaled. Thus, only
the outcome VM + Middleware + Application Level Scaling is allowed and all
other outcomes are excluded. An including relationship is not applicable be-
cause the scaling could also be taken over by the vendor. Shared Application
Multi-Tenancy implies that the cloud consumer does not need any control of
the separation of tenants since everything is shared. This means that any out-
come under the Select Cloud Service Model decision is possible. For instance,
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Table 4.7.: Subset of outcome relations of Select Multi-Tenancy Level.
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Select Multi-Tenancy Level Define Scalability Level Select Cloud Service Model
MTL 0 (Hardware) ex a ex ex a a ex a in ex ex ex ex ex ex
MTL 1 (OS) ex a ex ex a a ex a in ex ex ex ex ex ex
MTL 2 (Middleware) ex ex ex ex a ex ex a a a ex a ex ex ex
MTL 3 (Application) ex ex ex ex ex ex ex a a a a a a a a
in the case of IaaS as chosen outcome, the consumer has full control and thus
has to implement the sharing of the application stack from the VM upward
individually [10], [13]. In contrast, if SaaS is chosen it is highly likely that
the application stack can be assumed to be completely shared even though
this is difficult to be verified in practice. However, due to the obfuscation by
cloud providers regarding their underlying systems and implementation, an
evaluation of isolation and sharing is almost impossible but nevertheless can
be assumed [13].
• Shared Middleware Multi-Tenancy: If the middleware is shared, the mini-
mum level of scaling is the VM + Middleware Level Scaling outcome. However,
it is not prohibited to scale the application instance per tenant as well. There-
fore, two allowing relationships have been defined whereas the rest of the
outcomes are excluded. Allowed outcomes regarding the service model are
defined towards IaaS, PaaS and IaaS + PaaS since any combination with the
outcome SaaS would potentially share the application instance as well.
• Shared OS Multi-Tenancy: If the OS and through the implied one-to-one re-
lation the corresponding VM are shared, the minimum scaling level is VM Level
Scaling. As before, further scaling is possible leading to a total of four allow-
ing relationships towards the scaling level outcomes that include the VM Level
Scaling outcome. With respect to the service model, any outcome other than
IaaS could not guarantee a separation of tenants above the VM level, thus an
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including relationship has been defined, see Table 4.7.
• Shared Hardware Multi-Tenancy: On the lowest MTL level the same relations
as for the Shared OS Multi-Tenancy apply since at least an IaaS solution is used.
4.4. Select Service Provider / Offering
All identified relations in the following are stated in detail in the appendix from
Table A.16 to Table A.21.
4.4.1. Select Cloud Deployment Model
Define Cloud Hosting: Cloud deployment models and possible hosting alternatives
have a straightforward relation, see Table 4.8. The outcome Public Cloud inherently
uses Off-Premise Hosting, thus an including relationship has been identified [10].
Consequently, excluding relations exist towards all other outcomes. A Private Cloud
can either be hosted on- or off-premise, thus two allowing relations have been iden-
tified. A combination denoted by Hybrid Hosting is not applicable because only one
private cloud is considered and a separation would result in two independent private
clouds hosted independently leading to a hybrid cloud scenario [10]. Nevertheless,
that combination cannot be depicted through the definition of the outcome Hybrid
Cloud, see Section 3.4.
Although in [10] community clouds are distinguished as onsite (on-premise) and
outsourced (off-premise, operated by a third party) community clouds, they always
entail some sort of hybrid hosting. Community clouds imply that various organiza-
tions are accessing and/or providing services. Thus, a complete on-premise or off-
premise hosting would be questionable. To that end, the outcome Community Cloud
includes Hybrid Hosting and excludes the other hosting outcomes. A hybrid cloud
naturally entails an off-premise portion through the contained public cloud, hence
two allowing relationship towards Off-Premise Hosting and Hybrid Hosting have been
defined. Towards On-Premise Hosting an excluding relation has been stated.
Define Roles of Responsibility: Public Cloud as well as Private Cloud depict a de-
ployment model that do not allow any form of combinatorial roles because at least
two cloud environments would be needed. Through the stated assumptions regard-
ing the Define Roles of Responsibility decision in Section 3.4, the following relations
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Table 4.8.: Subset of outcome relations of Select Cloud Deployment Model.
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Select Cloud Deployment Model Define Roles of Responsibility Define Cloud Hosting
Public Cloud ex a a ex ex ex ex ex in ex
Private Cloud a a a ex ex ex ex a a ex
Community Cloud ex ex ex ex in ex ex ex ex a
Hybrid Cloud ex a a a a a a ex a a
can be inferred. A Public Cloud is, per se, not on-premise, thus only the outcomes
Management or Outsourced apply, excluding all other outcomes. For the Private Cloud
outcome the exact opposite applies, see Table 4.8.
The outcome Community Cloud cannot allow any combination including Manage-
ment because it would mean that some off-premise third-party cloud resources have
to be managed. Regarding a community cloud every organization may provide some
services Inhouse and/or only consume them from someone else (Outsourced). In
both cases, the contributing organizations and the hybrid hosting nature of a com-
munity cloud always lead to a combination, hence an including relationship towards
Inhouse + Outsourced has been defined. All other outcomes are excluded.
A Hybrid Cloud excludes the Inhouse option through the implied public cloud. All
other outcomes are allowed. For example an off-premise private cloud and a public
cloud could either use Management, Outsourced or Management + Outsourced. How-
ever, the expressiveness of the Hybrid Cloud is limited since it does not distinguish
specifically between a community or private cloud, see Section 3.4. Thus it cannot
be directly indicated which combination has to be chosen.
4.4.2. Select Cloud Service Model
Select Application Components: All relations are identical to the relations defined
in Section 4.1.3 for the other way around and will not be repeated.
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Select Migration Type: Similar to the previous decision, the relations between Select
Cloud Service Model and Select Migration Type are an exact reflection apart from the
including relationship between IaaS and Migration Type III. This relation has been
substituted by an allowing relation since IaaS does not necessarily entail Migration
Type III.
Define Scalability Level: All relations reflect the relations for the reverse, see Sec-
tion 4.2.1 and Table A.17.
Select Scaling Type, Select Elasticity Automation Degree and Select Scaling Trigger:
All relations from the outcomes of the Select Cloud Service Model decision towards
the outcome of these three decisions exactly match those as in the respective reverse
case. The relation will not be recapped and can be obtained from Section 4.2.2,
Section 4.2.3, Section 4.2.4 and Table A.18.
Select Multi-Tenancy Level: All relations correspond to the relations that are de-
fined for the reverse case from Select Multi-Tenancy Level towards Select Cloud Service
Model defined in Section 4.3.1. The only deviations are the two including relations
that have been changed to allowing relations, see Table A.18. Thus, the outcome
IaaS has four allowing relationships towards all outcomes of the Select Multi-Tenancy
Level decision because naturally any MTL can be provided based on IaaS.
4.4.3. Define Cloud Hosting
Select Cloud Deployment Model: The relations from the outcomes of Define Cloud
Hosting towards Select Cloud Deployment Model are an exact reflection as in the
reverse case, see Section 4.4.1. The only exception is that the including relation
from Public Cloud towards Off-Premise Hosting has been substituted by an allowing
outcome for the other way around, see Table A.19. If Off-Premise Hosting is chosen,
in addition to Public Cloud the outcome Private Cloud is also a viable option.
Define Roles of Responsibility: On-Premise Hosting has an including relation to-
wards Inhouse because is has been defined that in the case of on-premise hosting,
everything is controlled by the cloud consumer, see Section 3.4. This leads to exclud-
ing relations towards all other outcomes of the Define Roles of Responsibility decision.
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Table 4.9.: Subset of outcome relations of Define Cloud Hosting.
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Define Cloud Hosting Define Roles of Responsibility Define Resource Location
On-Premise Hosting in ex ex ex ex ex ex in ex
Off-Premise Hosting ex a a ex ex a ex a a
Hybrid Hosting ex ex ex a a ex a a a
Off-Premise Hosting on the other hand excludes the Inhouse option and any combi-
natorial outcome including it but allows all other outcomes, see Table 4.9. The last
outcome, Hybrid Hosting, allows any combination including the Inhouse option since
some part will be on-premise leading to a total of three allowing and four excluding
relations.
Define Resource Location: If On-Premise Hosting is chosen it can be definitely pre-
sumed that the Data In Same Jurisdiction outcome applies. Otherwise it would con-
tradict the assumption that data stored at a company site falls under the same juris-
diction as the company site itself, something that can be taken for granted. Thus,
an including relation between those two outcomes has been stated and an excluding
relation towards the other outcome has been identified, see Table 4.9.
Off-Premise Hosting allows both outcomes under the assumption that a cloud provider
exists compliant to the desired jurisdiction. The same applies for the Hybrid Host-
ing outcome. Logically, as a combination of the former two outcomes data will fall
inevitably under the same jurisdiction and if desired, under a different jurisdiction
through the off-premise part. Therefore two allowing relations towards Data In
Same Jurisdiction and Data In Different Jurisdiction has been stated. In the case of
Hybrid Hosting as the chosen outcome a subsequent selection of Data In Different Ju-
risdiction would not depict the fact that the outcome Data In Same Jurisdiction still
applies. However, this is negligible because the whole point of the Define Resource
Location decision is to raise the awareness about the data location and to indicate
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the fact that data might fall under a different jurisdiction, see Section 3.4, something
that is clearly satisfied by the defined relations.
4.4.4. Define Roles of Responsibility
Select Cloud Deployment Model: The relations are a reflection of the reverse case
from Select Cloud Deployment Model towards Define Roles of Responsibility, see Sec-
tion 4.4.1. the single deviation is the relation between Inhouse + Outsourced and
Community Cloud. Inhouse + Outsourced is the only option to enable the Commu-
nity Cloud outcome but it does naturally allow the outcome Hybrid Cloud as well.
Therefore, the including relation has been substituted by an allowing relation.
Define Cloud Hosting: All relations between outcomes are a reflection of the rela-
tions as defined the other way around, see Section 4.4.3. Though, all influencing
relations are substituted through the including relationship type based on the as-
sumptions stated in Section 3.4. The Inhouse outcome requires On-Premise Hosting
whereas any combination that includes it needs Hybrid Hosting. The remaining two
basic outcomes, Management and Outsourced and their combination, always require
Off-Premise Hosting leading only to including relationships, see Table A.20.
4.4.5. Select Cloud Vendor
The relationship types defined in Chapter 3 with regard to the cloud vendor (affect-
ing and binding) cannot be directly further refined on the level of outcomes. As
stated in Section 3.4, in order to precisely denote a relation the specific offered ser-
vices for a cloud vendor must be captured. For instance, selecting a specific cloud
vendor would imply whether a private cloud is offered or not. In the negative case,
the vendor outcome would exclude the Private Cloud outcome. Through the coarse
grained placeholder outcome Evaluated Cloud Vendor, these relations cannot yet be
depicted. As a consequence, a refinement beyond a simple binding relation between
outcomes or affecting relations, respectively, is not possible. Therefore, the relations
between decisions have been transferred one-to-one to the level of outcomes. For
instance, an affecting relation exists from the Select Cloud Service Model decision to-
wards the Select Cloud Vendor decision, see Section 3.6. Hence, for each outcome
of the Select Cloud Service Model decision an affecting relation has been defined to-
wards the Evaluated Cloud Vendor outcome. This approach has been applied to all
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respective relations and the resulting relations can be obtained from Table A.22 to
Table A.24.
However, both relationship types still denote valuable information. Namely, which
of the picked outcomes will affect the task to select an appropriate cloud vendor
and, in the reverse case, it can be easily indicated which decisions might be subject
to the cloud vendor.
4.4.6. Select Pricing Model
No relations on the level of decisions were identified in Chapter 3. As a consequence
no relations between outcomes can be examined.
4.4.7. Define Resource Location
Define Cloud Hosting: Similar to the reverse case, Data In Same Jurisdiction allows
any of the three outcomes under the Define Cloud Hosting decision. The outcome
Data In Different Jurisdiction on the other hand excludes the possibility for an On-
Premise Hosting and allows Off-Premise Hosting or Hybrid Hosting. The same reason-
ing for the latter outcome applies as stated in Section 4.4.3.
4.5. Summary of the Extension
The conducted elaboration of the relations between outcomes discussed in this chap-
ter results in an extended version of the decision support framework. Five relation-
ship types have been defined that vary greatly in their occurrences as can be seen
in Table 4.10. The table lists the amount of outcome relationships per type per de-
cision. A summary per outcome has been avoided because it is of less significance
since a decision is always made on the decision level between outcomes. Therefore
it is for example more important to know which decision might lead to numerous
including and excluding relations in order to identify meaningful entry points into
the decisions support framework. Besides, the total number of relations per out-
come within one decision is logically always the same. In total 1570 relations have
been identified. The numbers of relations per decision vary greatly from 0 to 280.
Interestingly, only 30 including relationships have been discovered in contrast to
676 excluding relations. However, despite their low number the including relations
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Table 4.10.: Quantification of outcome relations.
Decision in ex a aff eb Decision in ex a aff eb
Select Application
Layer 0 63 49 0 0
Select Application
Tier
0 0 0 0 0
Select Application
Components 0 122 118 0 0
Select Migration Type 5 64 67 0 0
Define Scalability
Level
0 91 181 8 0 Select Scaling Type 1 19 25 3 0
Select Elasticity
Automation Degree 2 29 59
5 0 Select Scaling Trigger 1 19 40 3 0
Select Multi-Tenancy
Level
10 97 29 4 0
Select Cloud
Deployment Model 2 22 16 4 0
Select Cloud Service
Model
0 98 147 7 0
Define Cloud Hosting 2 21 16 3 0
Define Roles of
Responsibility
7 30 12 7 0
Select Cloud Vendor 0 0 0 0 50 Select Pricing Model 0 0 0 4 0
Define Resource
Location
0 1 5 2 0
Including Excluding Allowing Affecting Binding Total
Occurrences 30 676 764 50 50 1570
are highly distributed across eight decisions. Thus, several decisions might entail a
specific outcome of another decision.
It is clearly visible in Table 4.10 that four out of the sixteen decisions play a signifi-
cant role due to their number of excluding relations:
1. The Select Application Components decision limits tremendously, through its
expressiveness regarding the amount and type of components, the possible
migration types, scaling options and service models. Also a distinction between
a complete and a partial migration can already be expressed further limiting
the available choices especially with regard to the Select Multi-Tenancy Level
decision.
2. Through the including relations from the Select Migration Type decision a se-
lection of a migration type might determine the Select Application Layer as well
as Select Application Components decision and might also lead to a required
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service model. As a possible consequence the problem space is significantly re-
duced because a required service model will in turn, through the high amount
of relations per outcome (36), further limit possible selections.
3. With regard to the Select Multi-Tenancy Level, the most including relations (10)
exist. This is a natural consequence through the definition of the Select Multi-
Tenancy Level decision and its implication of a complete application migration
and required service model. If multi-tenancy is a fixed requirement at the very
beginning of any migration decision, this decision would serve as an ideal entry
point. However, if multi-tenancy is not a necessity a selection might actually
be counterproductive and should be avoided since a partially occurring multi-
tenancy for one component cannot be handled, see Section 4.3.1.
4. As discovered in Section 3.6.1 and Section 4.4, the Select Cloud Service Model
decision is the only decision of its respective decision point that has influenc-
ing relations towards other decision points’ decisions. The respective outcomes
have in total 98 excluding relations (the second highest amount) thus, nar-
rowing the choices particularly of the Select Application Components, Define
Scalability Level and Select Multi-Tenancy Level decisions.
These four decisions follow the findings in Chapter 3 where their significance regard-
ing their relations on the level of decisions has already been described. Yet, it clearly
stands out that the Define Scalability Level decision has not been included above.
Even though the Define Scalability Level decision has a high amount of excluding
relations, several idiosyncrasies have to be considered. More specifically, through
the No Scaling option numerous excluding relations exist within the decision point,
see Section 4.2.1. Furthermore, the entire Define Elasticity Strategy decision point
might be of specific interest to determine the requirements for a scaling strategy,
yet it is unlikely that a migration decision would start with the determination of the
preferred scaling options. Firstly, it is way more intuitive to select what has to be
or can be scaled first (i.e. Select Application Components), therefore maybe already
limiting the possible scaling options. Secondly, a predefined scaling strategy might
not be necessary in the first place through the Select Cloud Service Model decision.
In particular the service model can be deemed of higher relevance and as a more
familiar choice to the decision maker in practice. Consequently, the Define Scalabil-
ity Level decision might indeed serve as entry point into the framework but is not
regarded as an essential decision to be considered from the very first start.
During the course of the extension several limitations have been discovered. In the
following, respective examples are given to exemplify those restrictions:
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• In the case of a migration that consists of multiple dependent single migrations,
for example Migration Type II in combination with a IaaS + SaaS solution, the
applicable restrictions cannot be denoted in detail for each contributing migra-
tion. For instance, IaaS + SaaS allows all scaling levels through the containing
IaaS outcome. Yet, the scaling levels would not relate in any part to the SaaS
portion that would be scaled by the provider. This partly bound relation can-
not be reflected and also occurs in the reverse case, especially with regard to
scaling decisions. An applicable workaround is to reenter the decision support
framework twice by splitting up the decision into two Migration Type I migra-
tions (with their respective components), with one using IaaS and the other
SaaS.
• A similar limitation occurs with regard to the Select Multi-Tenancy Level deci-
sion. A migrated component might be provided in a multi-tenancy manner by
the provider. However, this can only be partly reflected through the binding
relationships from the outcome Evaluated Cloud Vendor towards the MTLs.
• The affecting and binding relations have by definition a rather supportive char-
acter to the decision maker to indicate relations with regard to the cloud ven-
dor. Through the coarse grained Evaluated Cloud Vendor outcome, more de-
tailed recommendations are not possible. A complete listing of all vendors and
their offerings, however, is not feasible, see Section 3.4.
• Due to the stated assumption regarding the Hybrid Cloud outcome of the Select
Cloud Deployment Model decision, special cloud deployment combinations such
as an on- and off-premise private cloud or a community cloud in combination
with an off-premise private cloud cannot be depicted. The same applies with
respect to the Define Roles of Responsibility decision. A hybrid cloud does not
denote whether a community or a private cloud is included thus it cannot be
depicted what kind of roles are applicable. For instance, in case of a public
and community cloud all outcomes including the Inhouse outcome would be
excluded. In both stated cases a reentering into the decision support frame-
work by splitting up the decision as described above can be applied.
The conclusion from the stated examples is that the framework is limited in its abil-
ity to holistically depict all influences in one large migration project, e.g., different
scaling strategies per components, which parts are migrated with a specific service
model or what kind of multi-tenancy levels might apply. However, some of those
restrictions can be overcome by reentering the framework with a subset of the mi-
gration task at hand as described above. Despite these limitations, the extended
decision support framework has a significantly increased expressiveness and the pos-
sibility of a far more granular view of the relations with respect to CloudDSF.
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Prototype
In this chapter a prototypical implementation to visualize the extended decision sup-
port framework will be developed. As stated in Chapter 1, the existing CloudDSF
Prototype should be enhanced to visualize the newly refined relations between out-
comes. At first, the insufficiencies of the existing CloudDSF Prototype will be stated
and at the same time, requirements will be inferred in an informal manner in Sec-
tion 5.1. The architecture of the prototype, the used technologies and off-the-shelf
components to be used are specified in Section 5.2. Finally, in Section 5.3, the actual
implementation with the different visualizations, as well as their functionalities are
described.
5.1. Insufficiencies of the CloudDSF Prototype
The extended decision support framework and thus the newly defined relations be-
tween outcomes cannot be depicted with the existing CloudDSF Prototype. The
same applies to the different relationship types between decisions. This is due to
the fact that all visualizations in the CloudDSF Prototype were developed for a static
traversal through the knowledge base to either show the hierarchical nature of the
knowledge base (tree, treemap and partition layout), the relations between deci-
sions and tasks (force layout) or the relations among decisions and between deci-
sions and tasks (chord layout) [46]. Therefore, the layouts are not appropriate to let
a user interact with the knowledge base or to give feedback about the implications
of a chosen decision. Of course, this was at the time of implementation neither in
the scope nor possible due to the lack of relations between outcomes.
In order to enhance the functionality and support the visualization of the extended
decision support framework, two major implementation areas have been identified.
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Firstly, static visualizations similar in their purpose as the already implemented lay-
outs are needed. They must show the complete knowledge base including the rela-
tions and the respective relationship types between outcomes or decisions. It must
be possible to easily identify the existing relations and to focus on specific relation-
ship types and/or parts of the knowledge base. Secondly, a dynamic, interactive
visualization must be provided to enable a navigation through the knowledge base,
i.e., depicting the impact of chosen outcomes towards other decisions’ outcomes
and informing the user about possible conflicts. This would be a major step towards
better support for decision makers.
Currently, the knowledge base is encoded in a manually created JSON file that is
also used for the visualizations of the CloudDSF Prototype. Even though the JSON
file is not extremely large, an incorporation of the undertaken changes with respect
to decisions and their outcomes is not easily possible since every record would have
to be manually altered, added or removed. With respect to the updated decision
support framework knowledge base, which has many more relations, a manual ap-
proach would be very cumbersome and error prone, hence not feasible anymore.
Besides, the encoding of the knowledge base in a JSON file is an inappropriate rep-
resentation to be read or edited by a user. Logically, a more user friendly encoding of
the knowledge base and an automated generation of the necessary input files for the
new and the existing CloudDSF Prototype visualizations must be provided to enable
future enhancements.
5.2. Architecture and Technologies
In order to improve the existing CloudDSF Prototype, the newly developed Cloud
Decision Support Framework Plus Prototype (CloudDSF+ Prototype) is based on
[46] and has been forked from the respective code repository1. The source code is
publicly available2 at GitHub under the Apache 2.0 license3.
As a logical consequence of the fork, the architecture of the CloudDSF+ Prototype is
similar to the architecture in [18] and is depicted in Fig. 5.1 including further needed
components and resources. As it is indicated in the figure, the file representing the
knowledge base, see Section 5.2.1, is automatically parsed, see Section 5.2.2, and
then transformed into two JSON files that serve as resources for the CloudDSF+
1Source code of the CloudDSF Prototype: https://github.com/adarsow/clouddsf
2Source code of the CloudDSF+ Prototype: https://github.com/bametz/clouddsfPlus
3http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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CloudDSF+ Parser
CloudDSF+ Prototype
Web Server
Java Application
Apache POI, dom4j, XMLBeans
Jackson
transformation
Browser
Resource Layer
serialization
Business Layer
Presentation Layer
(Bootstrap)
(D3, jQuery)
Knowledge Base
CloudDSFPlus.json CloudDSF.json
Decision Makers
Figure 5.1.: Architecture and used technologies of the CloudDSF+ Prototype.
Prototype. The architecture of the CloudDSF+ Prototype is a simple static web
application hosted in a web server to serve the web pages and necessary resources
to the client’s browser that visualizes the implemented layouts.
The amount of interaction between client and server is very low since all computa-
tions are executed on the client side after the initial request. Of course, the tech-
nologies on the web server side only indicate the type of documents being served
to the browser that actually executes and leverages them. The used technologies
are briefly stated in the following, omitting further explanations or references about
them due to their ubiquity, the amount of easily available information and the target
audience of this work. The choice of technologies have been predetermined by the
CloudDSF Prototype and through the remaining tasks at hand:
• For the CloudDSF+ Prototype standard web technologies like Cascading Style
Sheets (CSS), Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), JavaScript (JS), jQuery
and the framework Bootstrap including several plugins have been used. The
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visualizations have been implemented with the Data-Driven Documents (D3)
library in conjunction with the mentioned technologies.
• For the persistence of the knowledge base Microsoft Excel has been used, and
as input for the visualizations JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) files. The
transformation between the two formats is performed by a Java application.
The decision for Java was straightforward because sophisticated APIs, namely
Apache POI, dom4j, XMLBeans and Jackson are available and significantly facil-
itate parsing and serialization.
5.2.1. The CloudDSF+ Knowledge Base
The extended decision support framework knowledge base has been encoded in one
Excel file, a common way to textually represent information and matrices (relations).
As desired, the representation is more comprehensible and changes can be more
easily carried out than in the previous representation as a JSON file. The Excel file
has the following sheets:
• Knowledge Base: Contains all decision points, decisions and outcomes as well
as additional information such as abbreviations, classifications and descrip-
tions. Besides the additional information for the visualization, it corresponds
first and foremost to the updated knowledge base from Table 3.1. All other
sheets use it for reference to enable a fast renaming, adding or removing of
elements and ensure consistent data across the whole file.
• Decision Level: Depicts all relations between decisions (i.e. including, affect-
ing, binding and “n/a” for not applicable). The reading order, valid for all
sheets, is always from left to top to determine the direction of the relation.
• Required Level: Similar to the previous sheet but only depicts requiring rela-
tions between decisions.
• Outcome Level: Contains all relations on the level of outcomes. To depict the
different relationship types the following abbreviations are used: allowing (a),
including (in), excluding (ex), affecting (aff), binding (eb).
• Task Level: This sheet is for the support of the CloudDSF Prototype visualiza-
tions only. It includes the CloudDSF tasks and their relations towards decisions.
It is very critical to note that the tasks and the relations to the refined decisions
have been transferred one-to-one from [18] and have not been updated or re-
viewed. Due to the minor changes to the overall meaning and purposes of
decisions, the relations are likely to be correct.
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The knowledge base is independent from any visualization or implementation and
its information can be extracted and preprocessed to serve different needs. The
described generation of JSON files in the following is therefore only one possibility
to leverage the data.
5.2.2. The CloudDSF+ Parser
The identified missing possibility to easily propagate changes between knowledge
base and visualizations has been tackled with the Cloud Decision Support Frame-
work Plus Parser (CloudDSF+ Parser). Similar to the CloudDSF+ Prototype, the
source code has been made publicly available4 under the Apache 2.0 license. The
parser automates the extraction of the data from the knowledge base and generates
an appropriate input for the D3 visualizations. The CloudDSF+ Parser is strongly
coupled to the knowledge base file that serves as input and does not support fall-
backs in case the structure is significantly altered. An overview of the CloudDSF+
Parser’s classes and their attributes and relations are visualized in the appendix in
Fig. A.1.
Two independent parsing procedures have been written that differ in the amount
of gathered and serialized information. One procedure generates a JSON file for
the newly implemented visualizations and the other procedure for the CloudDSF
Prototype (legacy) visualizations. The information contained in the latter JSON file
differs from the original due to adaptations regarding the implementation, see Sec-
tion 5.3.1, leading to a more compact and concise file. Both procedures use the
same classes and work roughly as follows. First, the knowledge base sheet is parsed
and for each entity a corresponding object is created including all its information.
Subsequently, the rows of the remaining sheets are iterated and for each identified
relation a corresponding relation object is created. In the last step objects are sorted
for a more comprehensible output and then serialized into the respective JSON file.
As a consequence, the knowledge base can be automatically provided in an appro-
priate format for the visualizations, tremendously facilitating future changes. Also,
the backward compatibility for the CloudDSF visualizations is ensured.
4Source code of the CloudDSF+ Parser: https://github.com/bametz/clouddsfPlusParser
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5.3. The CloudDSF+ Prototype
As previously noted, the CloudDSF+ Prototype is based on a project fork of the
CloudDSF Prototype. However, due to technical issues, see Section 5.3.1, the com-
plete front end has been redeveloped for a more extensive use of the Bootstrap
framework. This enables a more responsive layout and compact implementation.
In fact the only part remaining of the previous prototype is the implemented visu-
alizations that have been incorporated under the navigation point CloudDSF Visual-
izations, see Section 5.3.1. The new overall look and feel, the navigation bar, as well
as the possible available subnavigation can be seen in Fig. 5.2.
Besides two informational sites about the project that will not be further discussed,
two main navigation points are provided corresponding to the previously identified
areas for implementation, see Section 5.1. Under KB Visualizer, the layouts for a
static view of the knowledge base are provided, whereas under KB Navigator the
dynamic view has been implemented.
5.3.1. CloudDSF Visualizations
As discussed previously, the existing visualizations from [46] have been added un-
der a separate navigation point. Besides the functional insufficiencies for the up-
dated decision support framework discussed in Section 5.1, due to its prototypical
character, several technical shortcomings have been identified that are stated in the
following:
• General Layout: Bootstrap is not used consistently i.e. omitted grid-layout
classes, no toggling of navigation and an unnecessary amount of nested divs
as wrappers to enable CSS styles that could be substituted by built-in bootstrap
classes. CSS with redundant, unnecessary or non-applicable statements in part
because of prohibiting or not using the cascading nature of CSS. Unused HTML
items and elements that are not visible.
• Visualizations: The content of the layouts’ Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)
elements overflow the boundaries leading to cut offs. Labels are sometimes
not displayed correctly and some scaling issues exist. Deselecting a highlighted
object does not update the corresponding information in the panel.
• JavaScript Programming: No encapsulation or structuring of the JS code for
the visualizations in modules. Instead, all layouts are implemented in one large
interdependent JS file. The global namespace is polluted and many redundant
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variables are assigned. A lot of code clones exist and adaptations for elements
that are not visible or not existent are triggered. In addition, the same JSON
file, including redundant data structures to avoid preprocessing, is unneces-
sarily requested once for each layout at the same time and in a synchronous
instead of an asynchronous manner.
The general layout problems have been fixed or became obsolete through the rede-
velopment of the front end and only partly remain within some of the static visu-
alizations. In order to smoothly incorporate the visualizations and panel into the
new layout, the dropdown has been substituted by the new subnavigation bar. In
addition, CSS styles have been adjusted to achieve a coherent look and feel, while
simultaneously significantly reducing the amount of statements. Also, unnecessary
JS statements have been tackled and minor jQuery fixes have been carried out. This
lead to a significant amount of commented JS and CSS statements as well as re-
moved HTML objects without losing any functionality.
The visualizations themselves remained mostly untouched since problems regarding
their implementation would trigger an extensive refactoring due to the aforemen-
tioned highly interdependent nature of the implementation. The same applies to the
JS problems regarding encapsulation and polluting of the global namespace. Never-
theless, a considerable amount of fixes have been carried out including the correct
use of the treemap. Wherever necessary, adaptations and preprocessing steps have
been added to support the newly generated and more compact, as well as concise,
JSON file. Additionally, the JSON file is now only requested once instead of five
times, yet, due to the given implementation restrictions, still in a synchronous man-
ner. The tree layout has been omitted (not included in the navigation) since it has
been substituted by the newly programmed hierarchical layout, see Section 5.3.2,
that provides the same visualization but with greater functionality, responsiveness,
encapsulation and better cross-browser support.
Through these adaptations it was possible to adapt the existing layouts to visualize
the newly refined knowledge base. However, since it is not in the scope of this thesis,
the layouts have not been optimized resulting in minor visualization errors such as
misplaced labels. In addition, all relationships between decisions, regardless of their
type, are visualized as influencing relations because a distinction is not supported.
Also, all relations between tasks and decisions have been taken from [18] as-is, thus
validity is not ensured.
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Figure 5.2.: Layout of the CloudDSF+ Prototype visualizing the knowledge base.
5.3.2. Knowledge Base Visualizer
Three new layouts have been developed visualizing the knowledge base. They ei-
ther visualize the overall structure of the knowledge base (Hierarchical Layout), the
relations between decisions (Decision Relations Layout) or the relations between
outcomes (Outcome Relations Layout) in a static manner. The layouts use a global
color scheme based on predefined values of a D3 color scale to paint the objects
depending on the decision point and type to which they belong to. Abbreviations
for the naming of elements are used wherever necessary to keep the visualizations
clearly represented. The full name and explanation can always be obtained via an
available tooltip that also shows a short description.
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Figure 5.3.: Decision relations layout depicting the highlighted outgoing relations
and connected decisions for the Define Scalability Level decision.
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Hierarchical Layout: The layout shows a tree structure depicting the parent-child
relations between decision points, decisions and outcomes in order to give an easy
and fast overview of the knowledge base. In fact, this layout has already been used to
generate the graphics in Section 3.1 to Section 3.4, depicting the updated outcomes
of a decision. It is also partially visualized in Fig. 5.2. The layout is based on the
same D3 layout as the tree layout from [46], yet it has been redeveloped and has
not been adopted, see also Section 5.3.1.
Each node except those of the outcomes can be toggled to show or hide its immediate
children. For convenience purposes three buttons have been added to collapse the
tree to the level of all decision points, decisions or outcomes respectively. The layout
automatically adapts to the size of the browser window to leverage wide screens.
However, a fixed minimum width and height has been set to enable a decent view
at all times.
Decision Relations Layout: The decision relations layout depicts all decisions clus-
tered according to their decision point. This layout has been used to generate the
figures in Section 3.5 to Section 3.6. Similar to the hierarchical layout, resizing is
supported. Each of the four relationship types between decisions can be indepen-
dently activated or deactivated (visible/hidden) to enable single or combined views
of the relations. For usability purposes, all relationship types can also be toggled at
once. In addition, each decision can be selected, highlighting all its outgoing rela-
tions while fading out all other relations and decisions as can be seen in Fig. 5.3.
The relationship types are differently dashed and shaded to ease distinguishing them
but they do not differ with respect to their color to avoid unnecessary confusion or
any implication of good versus bad relationships. This also applies for the Outcome
Relations Layout that will be discussed in the following.
Outcome Relations Layout: The third static view depicts all elements of the knowl-
edge base grouped by their decision and/or decision point in a tree like structure,
see Fig. 5.4. The functionalities are as follows:
• Any decision or decision point can be collapsed with a double click to reduce
the amount of visualized objects and enable a more coarse grained view and/or
focus on specific parts of the knowledge base. Relations towards outcomes that
are not visible anymore are redirected to their respective decision or, in the
case that those are collapsed as well, to their decision point, as can be seen in
Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.4.: Outcome relations layout with collapsed decisions, e.g., Select Scaling
Type and collapsed Select Service Provider / Offering decision point.
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• The layout can be fixed or loosened. In a fixed layout any node can be dragged
towards any place while all other nodes stay in place. In a loosened layout,
if one node is dragged all other nodes are rearranged based on the D3 layout
parameters and simulation to enable a decent view at all times and a faster
rearrangement.
• Every outcome can be clicked, visualizing or hiding its relations towards other
outcomes.
• All relationship types can be activated/deactivated independently or together,
to focus on specific relations in a clear and concise manner.
• The relations for all outcomes can be visualized or removed at once.
5.3.3. Knowledge Base Navigator
The dynamic layout, called KB Navigator, enables an interactive traversal through
the knowledge base by visualizing the impacts of chosen outcomes. The provided
functionalities are as follows:
• Decision outcomes are selectable and due to their XOR relation, a selection
already excludes all other respective outcomes from further selections. The
specified decisions as well as the excluded outcomes are appropriately marked
(grayed out). However, the outcomes can still be selected in order to change a
specified decision.
• Outcomes that are excluded by relations are faded out as well, whereas the
included outcomes remain as-is. An automatic selection of included outcomes
has been deemed inappropriate because this might create user confusion, thus
the user has to select the included (necessary) outcome separately.
• In the event an excluded outcome is selected, a confirmation dialog appears
asking whether the responsible excluding outcome(s) should be deselected and
the desired outcome selected. This applies for both of the two previously de-
scribed possibilities that lead to excluded outcomes.
• In the case a decision is determined de facto, i.e., only one outcome remains
that can be selected, the decision is marked appropriately to indicate that fact.
This applies similarly to decision points in case all of their respective decisions
have been specified.
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• By default, only the excluding and including relations for the last chosen out-
come are visualized, as shown in Fig. 5.5. However, if desired, it is also possible
to visualize the relations for all selected outcomes, see Fig. 5.6. For instance,
it might be useful to show all relations to further examine why an outcome
cannot be chosen. Afterwards, the default behavior can be reactivated to keep
the view more clearly represented. Of course, the user can switch between
these two behaviors at any time during the decision process.
• In the case an including and excluding relation are pointing towards the same
outcome, a conflict exists and the outcome is highlighted appropriately, as
demonstrated in Fig. 5.6. A selection of a conflicted outcome will show a
dialog stating which outcomes are leading to the conflict. However, the choice
to deselect the responsible outcomes automatically is intentionally not possible
and has to be solved manually by the user.
• At any time, the user can toggle a visualization of requiring relationships be-
tween decisions to easily spot which decisions still have to be determined. The
requiring relations are depicted as straight lines to clearly distinguish them
from normal outcome relations. In addition, the lines as well as the contribut-
ing decisions are highlighted distinctively, see Fig. 5.5.
In addition, some general functions are provided whose respective buttons can be
seen in Fig. 5.5. A selection can be saved or restored (export or import of a JSON
file). The complete selection can be cleared, resetting all chosen outcomes to easily
start a new selection. As stated above, only including and excluding relations are
visualized since those are crucial for the potential restriction of outcomes. If de-
sired, the remaining three relationship types can be toggled for the given and future
selections at any time with the respective controls.
In conclusion, the KB Navigator provides an efficient means to guide decision makers
through the knowledge base while giving them immediate feedback on how a chosen
outcome will affect other decisions. Furthermore, selected, excluded as well as con-
flicting outcomes are distinctively illustrated, while relationships are only visualized
on a need-to-know basis supporting a clearly represented view at all times.
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Figure 5.5.: Part of the KB Navigator depicting the toolbar, legend, requiring rela-
tions and the relations of the last specified outcome, Vertical Scaling.
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Figure 5.6.: Part of the KB Navigator showing the relations for all specified outcomes
and a conflict at the On-Premise Hosting outcome.
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The following chapter discussed the evaluation of the extended decision support
framework. The evaluation is twofold. First, a validation regarding consistency
and plausibility of the knowledge base is undertaken. Second, a use case from one
of the related works discussed in Chapter 2 is used to demonstrate the efficacy of
the knowledge base and the CloudDSF+ Prototype to support decision makers in
migrating applications to the cloud.
6.1. Validation of the CloudDSF+ Knowledge Base
The validation of the knowledge base focuses on verifying its internal consistency.
Before any validation can be carried out, the correct behavior of the CloudDSF+
Parser, as discussed in Section 5.2.2, has to be assured. For that purpose, a mock-up
file has been created that corresponds exactly to the file described in Section 5.2.1
but is reduced in the amount of decision points and decisions, thus, also in rela-
tions to facilitate the determination of the expected output. The mock-up file has
been parsed with the parser that has also been used to create the JSON file for the
new visualization as described in Section 5.2.2. The resulting Java object has then
been verified with a JUnit test comprising various assertions such as the amount
and properties of decision points, decisions, outcomes, relations, relationship types
etc. Therefore, it can be assured that the input is parsed correctly. Since the same
parser is used for the knowledge base itself, this validity extends also to the actual
knowledge base due to the identical file structure and used methods.
For the validation itself, eleven rules have been specified that must be satisfied by
the knowledge base. The rules have been logically inferred based on the definitions
and assumptions stated in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 and are as follows:
1. On the level of decisions, only influencing, affecting, binding and requiring
relationship types are allowed.
2. On the level of outcomes, only including, excluding, affecting, binding and
allowing relationship types are allowed.
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3. On the level of decisions only requiring relations can be combined with other
relationship types. Therefore, influencing, allowing and binding relationships
cannot coexist from one decision to another.
4. If a relation from decision A to decision B exists, there must also be relation-
ships from any outcome of decision A to any of the outcomes of decision B.
5. If a relation from outcome A to outcome B exists, there must also be a rela-
tionship from the respective decision of outcome A to the respective decision
of outcome B.
6. The relationship types on the outcome level have to correspond to the rela-
tionship types between the corresponding decisions. If on the decision level an
affecting or binding relation exists, on the level of outcomes only the respec-
tive relationship types are allowed. In the case of an influencing relationship,
only including, excluding or allowing relationships are allowed.
7. Binding and affecting relations are complimentary to each other. Logically, if a
binding relation from decision A towards decision B exists, in the reverse case,
an affecting relationship must be present and vice versa.
8. Rule 7, see above, also applies to the level of outcomes.
9. If an including/allowing relation from outcome A to outcome B exists, in the
case a relation exists in reverse, it must also be of the including or allowing
relationship type. Otherwise a contradiction would exist.
10. Any given outcome can only have one relation towards another outcome.
11. Between outcomes of the same decision an exclusive or relation were specified.
Hence, as soon as an outcome is selected all others of the respective decision
are not applicable anymore. Therefore, defined relations between outcomes of
the same decision never apply and would unnecessarily pollute the knowledge
base. As a consequence, any given outcome is only allowed to have relations
towards outcomes of other decisions.
In order to check the stated rules, the CloudDSF object, see Fig. A.1, of the Cloud-
DSF+ Parser has been extended with eleven methods, each of which correspond to
a specified rule. Two of those methods can be seen in Listing 6.1. The verification
methods have been tested with 16 JUnit tests to ensure their correct behavior and
that errors are indeed captured as well as false positives avoided. Every test case
gets an instance of the object representing the parsed mock-up file, i.e., the knowl-
edge base reduction for which the satisfaction of all rules is assured, and follows the
same schema. Firstly, the respective method is executed and checked if it is asserted
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to true. Secondly, an error targeted by the corresponding tested method is intention-
ally added. Finally, the method is executed again but this time it is checked whether
it is asserted to false to make sure that the induced error has been caught. By these
means, the correct behavior of the implemented methods has been verified.
Listing 6.1: Verification methods for rule number 10 and 11.
/**
* Check for every outcome relation if the decicions have relationship as well.
*
* @return
*/
public boolean checkDecRelForOutRel() {
for (OutcomeRelation outRel : influencingOutcomes) {
Decision decSource = getDecision(getOutcome(outRel.getSource()).getParent());
Decision decTarget = getDecision(getOutcome(outRel.getTarget()).getParent());
boolean found = false;
for (DecisionRelation decRel : influencingDecisions) {
if (decSource.getId() == decRel.getSource() && decTarget.getId() == decRel.getTarget()) {
found = true;
break;
}
}
if (!found) {
return false;
}
}
return true;
}
/**
* Checks if outcomes have a relation to themselves or towards outcome of the same decision.
*
* @return
*/
public boolean checkXOROutcomes() {
for (DecisionPoint decisionPoint : decisionPoints) {
for (Decision decision : decisionPoint.getDecisions()) {
for (Outcome outcome : decision.getOutcomes()) {
for (OutcomeRelation outRel : influencingOutcomes) {
if (outcome.getId() == outRel.getSource()) {
if (outcome.getId() == outRel.getTarget()) {
System.out.println("Error: Outcome has a relation to itself");
return false;
} else if (outcome.getParent() == getOutcome(outRel.getTarget()).getParent()) {
System.out.println("Fail: Outcome has relations towards outcome of same decision");
return false;
}
}
}
}
}
}
System.out.println("Success: All outcomes satisfy the XOR rule");
return true;
}
In order to check the internal consistency of the entire knowledge base, the respec-
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tive file discussed in Section 5.2.1 has been parsed and all verification methods have
been executed on it. No errors occurred for any of the specified rules. Thus, it
has been assured that the knowledge base is parsed by the CloudDSF+ Parser as
expected and the defined rules are satisfied. Of course, this sanity check does not
cover semantic errors such as a incorrectly defined outcome or decision relation as
long as it is compliant to the specified rules. Nevertheless, the knowledge base is
consistent and the defined relations are shown to be sound. Also, with regard to
the visualizations, the correct behavior for the XOR relation between outcomes is
ensured and that only one relation from one outcome to another exists consistently.
In fact, the serialization of the knowledge base is aborted if any of the checks fail.
With that mechanism in place, careless modifications of the knowledge base that
would leave it in an inconsistent state are avoided and cannot be propagated to the
visualizations inadvertently.
6.2. Efficacy of CloudDSF+
In Section 2.4 several frameworks for decision support for application migration
to the cloud have been discussed, among them, the Cloud Adoption Toolkit. More
specifically, in [31] a real world use case is included that will be used in the following
to demonstrate the efficacy of the updated decisions support framework. At the
outset, in Section 6.2.1, the available and necessary information about the use case
is extracted. Subsequently, in Section 6.2.2 the dynamic view of the CloudDSF+
Prototype is used to derive migration strategies for the to be migrated systems.
6.2.1. Description of the Use Case
The use case in [31] deals with the information technology (IT) infrastructure of
the School of Computer Science at the University of St Andrews that provides several
services to their 60 members of staff and 340 students. Several of those services and
their corresponding systems have been deemed suitable for a possible migration by
the Cloud Adoption Toolkit. The predetermination of those systems does not interfere
with the evaluation because the part of the extended decision support framework to
be evaluated does not entail the selection of the systems to be migrated. In the
following, the systems will be described based on the available information using
the same naming convention as [31]:
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1. Archive: Service that provides archive functionality to all of the storage ser-
vices of the school with 560 Gigabyte of data. Originally hosted on a storage
server.
2. StaffRes and StudRes: The StaffRes service enables staff to manage their
teaching materials for courses/lectures. The StudRes service enables the pro-
curement of a specified subset of these materials from the StaffRes service in
a read-only manner by the students. Both services are predominantly used at
the start and end of a term and thus have a bursty usage pattern. It can be as-
sumed that both systems access the same resources and can be actually treated
as a single application. Each service is hosted on an application server whereas
the necessary data is hosted on a storage server.
3. Website: The school’s website is outdated and a rebuild is considered to lever-
age cloud computing functionalities. In addition, the website suffers from per-
formance problems that might occur due to excessive loads in the university
network. The website is hosted on an application server.
4. WebDev: This service is used as a testing ground for the aforementioned web-
site or as a backup in case the main server for the website is not available. This
service is logically hosted in the same location as the website but is very rarely
used.
5. WebApps: Under WebApps, services such as blogs, public wikis and software
downloads are subsumed that are virtually hosted on a nondedicated Apache
server because of their very small usage and resource consumption.
6. Home directories mirror: The home directories for all students and staff are
mirrored with this service hosted on a storage server to provide a replica of
their files.
7. Teaching: Student projects for various courses that involve technologies such
as application servers or relational databases, thus requiring a server, can be
hosted with the Teaching service. The service only runs for 24 weeks per year
since it is only necessary during the terms.
In summary, the services are hosted on nine application and three storage servers
within the university network. A simplified deployment model of the services to
cloud resources from the original use case can be seen in Fig. 6.1. In the model,
the terms virtual storage (e.g., extitAmazon S3 or Amazon EBS solution) or virtual
machine (e.g., a Amazon EC2 instance) are used to depict the necessary resources in
an abstract manner [31]. At the time of publishing of the use case in 2012, based
on the model, the authors calculated various pricing options for different migration
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Figure 2. Overview of the school’s systems being considered for migration.
Figure 2 shows the deployment model that was created to represent the school’s services that
are being considered for migration. The model represents the school’s network as a remote node
that communicates with a monitoring server on the cloud. The services mentioned in Section 4.1
are modeled as applications and data that are deployed on virtual machines and virtual storage.
The model was created using the tool’s cloud deployment UML profile, which was installed in
the Eclipse IDE. It should be noted that the interdependencies between the applications and other
services have been deliberately left out of the diagram to keep things simple and understandable.
In practice, these interdependencies do not need to be taken into account during cost modeling as
they do not affect costs. The main connections that affect costs are communication paths, which
have been included in the model.
Once the user has created the model, they can select the cloud provider they wish to use for
each of their virtual machines, virtual storage devices or databases. The school is currently consid-
ering using Amazon Web Services; however, the tool also supports Microsoft Azure, FlexiScale,
Rackspace, and GoGrid (other providers can easily be added). The various infrastructure prices of
the cloud providers could have automatically been added to the tool if the providers had created
web services that provided the prices; however, they do not currently provide such web services
and the prices had to be manually entered into the tool from the providers’ websites. The tool has
price details for the following resources:
1. Running hours: The cost of running a virtual machine for 1 h.
2. Storage: The cost of storing 1 GB of data for one month.
3. Input requests: The cost of an input request into storage. For some types of storage such as
AWS.S3, the cost of a single PUT operation; for other types such as AWS.EBS, this is the
cost of a single disk write request (the Unix iostat command is useful when obtaining
estimates of this figure).
4. Output requests: The cost of an output request from storage. Depending on which type of
storage is being used, this can be the cost of a single GET operation or the cost of a single
disk read request.
5. Data in: The cost of transferring 1 GB of data into the cloud.
6. Data out: The cost of transferring 1 GB of data from the cloud to another location.
The above resources account for the usage of virtual instances, storage, databases, and data
transfer, which are the basic components of any system being deployed in the cloud. There can
be other costs associated with running a system in the cloud, e.g. the cost of a static IP address;
however, these costs are usually insignificant. Some systems use special services in the cloud, for
Copyright q 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 6.1.: Systems that are considered for migration [31].
op ions: 1. buying new hardwar , 2. leasing the cu rent equ valent am unt of
resources in the cloud, 3. leasing resources while leveraging the elasticity of the
cloud, 4. synonymous to option three but with a 15% price increase and 5. also
equivalent to three with 15% price decre se in the next two years. The results were
that le sing hardwa e whil leveraging scala ility was almost similar to buying new
hardware. In the event of a price reduction, the cloud option became more attractive
and monetarily advantageous.
It is critical to mention that the amount of price reduction in the last three years is
far beyond the estimated 15% for two years. In fact, the four big cloud providers
Amazon, Google, Rackspace and Microsoft in total slashed prices 22 times by an av-
erage of 23% in 2012 and 26 times by 26% in 2013 respectively [96]. The trend
continued in 2014 through fierce competition among cloud providers and it is not
predicted to stop anytime soon [97]. Of course, the price cuts are distributed across
providers and their services. Nevertheless, the prices are decreasing sharply espe-
cially for computing and storage servic s, while a the sam t me, fun tionalities
are being extended. Therefore, it can be assumed that the cloud computing option,
hence leasing the resources, is the cheapest available option for the university. Fur-
thermore, the university specifically considers to leverage the new possibilities of
cloud computing and is under pressure from outdated server hardware.
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6.2.2. Migration Strategies
In the following, a possible migration strategy is developed for each of the men-
tioned services. Due to some limitations regarding available information, logically
inferred assumptions are made wherever necessary. Also, as exemplary cloud ven-
dor Amazon is used, their available offerings known as Amazon Web Services will be
referenced to exemplify the migration strategies1. Of course, any other cloud vendor
would also be possible. The reason for applying Amazon is twofold. First, in the orig-
inal use case Amazon was considered as the preferred choice of the university and
all cost calculations have been done for Amazon cloud offerings. Second, Amazon
can be considered as one of the most mature cloud vendors with very sophisticated
solutions while being at the same time the price leader [96], [98].
Two main approaches to derive migration strategies are possible with respect to the
updated decision support framework. Either all systems are treated as independent
migration projects and the decision support framework is entered for each of them
or, initially all systems are treated as one holistic application to decide decisions
that apply to all of them and afterwards, the first approach is performed for a more
detailed specification for each system while some decisions are already determined.
The second approach has been deemed as more appropriate because the systems
share the same specific domain, they have the same stakeholders, are very closely
related to each other and the expected monetary benefits are similar. Due to the
implementation of the KB Navigator this approach can be gracefully supported. First,
the shared decisions are decided and the selection is stored as a file. Afterwards, for
each system the stored file can be loaded and the remaining decisions specified.
Migration Decisions for all Systems: It is assumed that through the excessive load
in the university network and the favorable pricing, see Section 6.2.1, as much as
possible of the complete infrastructure should be migrated to the cloud. Therefore,
Off-Premise Hosting has been chosen for all systems. This leads to several restrictions
regarding the Define Roles of Responsibility and Select Cloud Deployment Model deci-
sions. Also the jurisdiction must be specified, indicated by the requiring relations as
can be seen in Fig. 6.2. Even though teaching materials might not contain sensitive
data, files from the home directories as well as research/student projects, should
not fall under a different jurisdiction. Furthermore, the domain of public education
is normally restricted by data regulations thus Data In Same Jurisdiction has been
selected. Also, all systems shall still be managed and controlled by the university’s
1All information about Amazon Web Services referred to in the following can be obtained from
http://aws.amazon.com/products.
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Figure 6.2.: Shared migration strategy for all systems of the use case.
administrators that support the users and are familiar with the functionalities. Log-
ically, the role Management has been selected, thus leaving the burden of providing
the hardware and its operation to the vendor.
The university is the only tenant and multi-tenancy is thus not required for any of
the systems. Therefore, the Define Multi-Tenancy Requirements decision point will
not be further considered in the following. With respect to the pricing model or the
service model no general decision can be made. Due to the lack of a cost modeling
component and the nonexisting relations, the Select Pricing Model decision will be
specified to give an appropriate example, however, this must not represent the best
solution.
Even though a specific cloud vendor cannot be selected, the outcome Evaluated Cloud
Vendor has been specified and will be treated, as previously stated, as Amazon. How-
ever, due to the small amount of systems and only five full-time administrators, one
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cloud vendor can be deemed as appropriate avoiding any unnecessary complexity
or additional training. Besides the outcome Community Cloud for the Select Cloud
Deployment Model decision, all three remaining outcomes are still selectable. Since
all systems are currently hosted on-premise in a secured environment within the
university network it can be assumed that only a Private Cloud satisfies the secu-
rity requirements that have to be supported if the resources are hosted off-premise.
Thus, the outcome Private Cloud has been chosen and will be used for all systems.
The Amazon Virtual Private Cloud, for example, could be used to provide all systems
within a secured perimeter enabling user authentication and secure access via a vir-
tual private network. Consequently, five out of seven decisions have been specified
for all systems, see Fig. 6.2. With respect to other decision points, at this point no
decisions can be determined. The selection has been stored and will be used as a ba-
sis for the subsequent refinements of the migration strategies for the systems stated
in Section 6.2.1.
Archive: The archive is a service used by all storage systems for the persistence
of arbitrary data. The efficient scaling of the provided resources can be deemed as
highly important for a storage solution in the cloud to avoid unnecessary costs for
unused space, while at the same time always ensuring enough capacity. With regard
to the Define Elasticity Strategy decision point this translates into the following deci-
sions. Automatic Third-Party Scaling has been chosen to fully automate the scaling.
In this case the third party would correspond to the cloud vendor Amazon. As a
consequence, the Select Scaling Trigger decision became obsolete. As scaling level
Middleware Level Scaling and as scaling type the remaining outcome Hybrid Scaling
has been chosen. The reason that in the case of storage as a service solution the VMs
are abstracted away. In the case of Amazon S3, for instance, buckets are provided
that abstract the underlying infrastructure to store and retrieve data. Scaling of the
middleware seems therefore more appropriate because not only is the storage, but
also the middleware that is responsible to handle the read and write requests and
their distribution, has to accommodate an increase or decrease in requests. How-
ever, in the case of Amazon S3 and through the selected automation degree, the
scaling tasks would be handled by the vendor anyway.
It can be assumed that the archive is not a stand alone application but rather a
supportive system. This assumption is supported by the fact that in Fig. 6.1 it is only
depicted as a hosted data solution without any application portion. Therefore, the
important functionality is the storage of data thus the Resource Layer and logically
Middleware Components have been chosen to be migrated. As a result, the Select
Migration Type decision is predetermined and the remaining outcome Migration Type
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II has been selected. Since cloud offerings that provide simple and cheap storage
capabilities are subsumed under IaaS such as Amazon S3, IaaS has been chosen
from the already limited amount of outcomes under the Select Cloud Service Model
decision. For the pricing model Pay-Per-Use has been selected which is typically
preferred in such circumstances to only pay the amount of resources that are actually
used [10].
It must be mentioned that indeed, a Migration Type III migration would also have
been possible. However, Migration Type II has been deemed more suitable since it
is a service functionality which is migrated rather than an application. However,
in this particular case Migration Type II could actually be considered as complete
application migration even though it is not specifically expressed by the outcome.
Home Directory Mirror: Similar to the archive, the Home Directory Mirror service
is of rather supportive nature and does not entail a full-blown application. In fact,
there is no difference between those two services as they are also similarly depicted
in Fig. 6.1 which is why the same migration strategy can be applied. In [31], both
services have been, indeed, considered to be migrated to Amazon S3.
Website: For the website of the university a complete rebuild is considered to fully
leverage cloud computing benefits. Naturally, Migration Type IV has been chosen that
depicts this fact. This already limits the amount of selectable outcomes across var-
ious decisions and predetermines the Select Application Layer and Select Application
Components decisions. For those two decisions, the remaining outcomes Presenta-
tion + Business + Resource Layer and Application + Middleware Components have
been selected. Also, the remaining service model outcome PaaS has been chosen. A
possible cloud solution would be, for example, the AWS Elastic Beanstalk platform.
These selections lead to several limitations of the available scaling options. To be
more specific because of Migration Type IV and PaaS as the selected outcome un-
der the Select Cloud Service Model decision. In fact, Application Level Scaling for the
scaling level and Horizontal Scaling for the scaling type are the only remaining op-
tions, thus predetermining both decisions as can be seen in Fig. 6.3. Those options
are indeed the possibilities that AWS Elastic Beanstalk offers because the provisioned
deployment environment providing the middleware abstracts away the lower level
leaving only the application scaling to the user2. Also, basic websites that are state-
2AWS Elastic Beanstalk shows some idiosyncrasies for a PaaS solution because of giving users access
to the underlying VMs which are corresponding to Amazon EC2 instances. However, a user does
not necessarily have to deal with them thus the reasoning remains valid.
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Figure 6.3.: Relations of the PaaS outcome towards the Define Elasticity Strategy de-
cision point restricting as well as predetermining decisions.
less are normally scaled horizontally. For the automation, a Semi-Automatic Scaling
has been deemed sufficient. The workload is easily predictable and peaks that might
occur at the end or start of a term can be handled with an Event-Driven Trigger that
can trigger the setup of another instance. Since the website has to be available all the
time, a reserved instance with upfront payment can be deemed as the cheapest op-
tion since they grant the biggest discounts. Therefore Charge-Per-Use (Subscription)
has been selected as pricing model.
WebDev: Cloud platforms such as the AWS Elastic Beanstalk platform are highly
available and support failover with different availability zones. Therefore, a sepa-
rately defined backup instance is rendered useless. Actually, it is highly likely that
migrating the website to the cloud significantly increases its availability and per-
formance compared to an on-premise hosting at the university. For development
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purposes and testing of new updates that rarely occur [31], the existing instance
can be easily cloned and instantiated on demand avoiding any unnecessary costs.
Besides, by means of cloning the running instance, the testing environment always
corresponds precisely to the productive environment inhibiting a common error-
prone development chasm between the two. In conclusion, migrating the WebDev
system is unnecessary which is why no migration strategy is to be elaborated.
Teaching The Teaching system is used by students for various projects that require
server side technology. It seems therefore highly likely that specific configurations,
adaptations and programs must be supported at any time. This requires the high-
est degree of control. Naturally, IaaS has been chosen in conjunction with Migration
Type III for the migration of the whole application stack. This corresponds, for exam-
ple, to a hosting on Amazon EC2. The undertaken selection predetermines the Select
Application Layer and Select Application Components decisions whose outcomes have
been chosen appropriately depicting the complete migration of the application.
For the scaling strategy, VM Level Scaling has been chosen. The server does not
host one specific application but rather a variety of software development projects.
Also, while servers are only needed during the term time it can be nevertheless as-
sumed that during that time they have to be available without interruption. It seems
therefore appropriate to use a simple Manual Scaling approach and consequently
No Trigger. Hybrid Scaling has been selected as scaling type for two reasons. First,
as depicted in Fig. 6.1 four servers are currently used for the service. Therefore, it
is be possible that the demand varies throughout the term and over different years
and to accommodate for this the option of for more or less instances might be use-
ful. Second, a complete setup of a new instance especially during the term might be
cumbersome. In that case, migrating to a bigger instance might be better to preserve
already hosted projects or used endpoints by other systems. As pricing model Pay-
Per-Unit has been selected, cheaper, reserved instances are not appropriate because
they often entail a yearlong commitment.
StaffRes and StudRes: As previously discussed both systems can be treated uni-
formly. It can be assumed that they each provide a different view on an underlying
database. It is not stated what kind of technologies are used, thus, two assumptions
have been made. First, the data are stored in a relational database, and second the
applications are web applications hosted on an application server. Both systems have
the same predictable bursty usage pattern. More specifically, they are heavily used
at the beginning and end of a term.
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Figure 6.4.: Nonselectable service model (SCSM, lower middle) due to a conflicting
selection of scaling level and migration type.
Seeing as the usage peaks are known in advance a Semi-Automatic Scaling in com-
bination with an Event-Driven Trigger is sufficient. Since a middleware and two
application front ends are migrated, the scaling should entail both parts. Hence,
Middleware + Application Level Scaling has been chosen, intentionally leaving the
underlying VMs out of scope in order to reduce the management burden. The re-
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sult is that only Horizontal Scaling can be selected. This leads to a defined scaling
strategy and to some restrictions with respect to other decisions.
It has been assumed that the application does not entail any specific technologies
that might need a complete wrapping of the application as-is in a VM. Therefore,
Migration Type IV has been selected determining the Select Application Layer and Se-
lect Application Components decision. In the course of this selection it became visible
in the KB Navigator that this leads to no selectable outcomes for the Select Cloud
Service Model decision, see Fig. 6.4. The reason was the selected scaling level would
require an IaaS environment to support the scaling of the middleware. Indeed,
scaling a database system is subsumed under middleware scaling and needs, as pre-
viously stated in Chapter 3, the scaling of the underlying resources. Two options
are available to solve this problem. Either VM Level Scaling is included prohibiting
Migration Type IV or the scaling level is reduced to Application Level Scaling.
The latter approach has been chosen using PaaS since the overall number of requests
and queries to the database can be considered very low and easy to process thus
does not require more sophisticated scaling options. Also, a PaaS based relational
database solution such as Amazon RDS already automatically scales the amount of
storage and satisfies the necessary scaling requirements for this scenario. The Appli-
cation Level Scaling (instead of the previously defined Middleware + Application Level
Scaling) logically applies only to the migrated front ends that can be hosted with, for
example, AWS Elastic Beanstalk. All other previously selected outcomes remain as
they are. For the pricing model either Pay-Per-Use or Charge-Per-Use (Subscription)
might be reasonable.
WebApps: The migration strategy of the WebApps seems straightforward. Unfortu-
nately it is not mentioned what kind of technology is used to persist the resources.
Wikis as well as blogs usually rely on relational databases. However, in Fig. 6.1 only
a simple storage for the VM is depicted that would be automatically handled in the
case that the war files for the front end are migrated to the AWS Elastic Beanstalk
platform. If it is assumed that a small relational database has to be migrated, that
serves all services subsumed under WebApps as well, it would result in the same
migration strategy as previously described for the StaffRes and StudRes services.
However, a different migration strategy has been chosen. To support the WebApps
as-is including nonstandardized storage functionalities all of them are treated holis-
tically in a Migration Type III and are migrated including all components as well as
layers with IaaS, see Fig. 6.5. A suitable solution would be a small Amazon EC2 in-
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Figure 6.5.: Decisions for the application distribution of the WebApps service.
stance. Since they are rarely used, No Scaling has been chosen rendering any further
decisions regarding the Define Elasticity Strategy decision point unnecessary.
6.3. Discussion
The undertaken validation in Section 6.1 guarantees that the encoded knowledge
base actually satisfies certain specified rules. These rules have been inferred based
on the assumptions and definitions stated during the refinement and extension of the
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knowledge base. However, these assumptions and definitions must be evaluated as
well. Therefore, a study similar to [18] with a wider range of participants, including
the business domain, should be carried out in order to verify and validate their
accuracy.
The applied use case shows that the CloudDSF+ Prototype serves its intended pur-
pose and enables a fast, interactive way to derive consistent migration strategies for
various scenarios. Conflicts, in terms of including and excluding relationships that
simultaneously point to the same outcome are very rare due to a mechanism in place
that deselects respective decisions if an excluded outcome is selected. The distinc-
tive illustration of the current state of outcomes, decisions and decision points alike
helps to guide decision makers smoothly through the framework. Also, a potential
reentry into the framework has been demonstrated to split up a migration project
into smaller subsets. In contrast to the Cloud Adoption Toolkit that developed a mi-
gration strategy solely based on costs, the CloudDSF+ Prototype covers far more
aspects. Due to the scenario, the systems presented in the use case did not entail
any form of multi-tenancy, which is why other use cases should be applied that cover
that aspect.
The demonstrated versatility of the framework regarding decision chains, entry
points or non-mandatory specifications can be clearly considered as an advantage. It
can be reasonably argued that the absence of a more traditional, formal method of
decision making actually complies quite closely with reality. As demonstrated by the
use case, it might be ambiguous as to which kind of migration specifically should be
performed making a distinction, for example of the migration type, difficult. Also,
the possibility to initiate the decision making from different decisions might be valu-
able to accommodate different priorities for a migration such as high elasticity or
required multi-tenancy.
The new requiring relations can be used to check whether all necessary relations
have been specified. However, a mechanism is not yet in place to actively force deci-
sion makers to specify necessary decisions or guide them in a more formal manner to
always guarantee a basic yet complete and sound migration strategy. Also, the lim-
itations of the extended decision support framework that have been identified and
discussed in Section 4.5, naturally, appear again. Due to the lack of specified cloud
vendors, the reasoning with regards to possible cloud solutions for a migration strat-
egy is currently left solely to the knowledge of the decision maker. The plethora of
offerings demands a further refinement of the Select Cloud Vendor decision while at
the same time keeping the framework concise. Analogously, this applies to the Select
Pricing Model decision. For both decisions, an automated mechanism, e.g., via web
services, to dynamically update the offers in order to accommodate the fast chang-
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ing nature of cloud computing should be provided. Ultimately, this would enable
the exploitation and further refinement of the binding and affecting relationships.
Currently, decision makers have to cope with the aforementioned ambiguities, also
with regard to the application topology, by themselves. The fixed outcome relations
intentionally prohibit selections that have been deemed impossible ensuring a con-
sistent migration strategy. The underlying reasoning for the specified relations has
been naturally based on definitions and logical assumptions. However, those are
challenged by shifting definitions and/or borderline categorizations of characteris-
tics and functionalities of cloud offerings in practice. This problem is further aggra-
vated by the fast progress of cloud computing services and technologies that might
enable combinations of outcomes that have been previously deemed as impossible.
As a consequence, some migration scenarios might be supported in practice but the
framework is not able to support the corresponding selection of outcomes. Hence,
it might be inevitable to adapt the knowledge base in the future to accommodate
those changes and further increase the expressiveness.
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7. Conclusion and Further Research
The migration of legacy applications to cloud environments form a multi-dimensional
problem with many interdependencies among and between technical as well as or-
ganizational aspects. As identified in Chapter 2, the available decision support ap-
proaches cannot be considered fully-fledged and further efforts have to be made.
This thesis has been built upon the previously developed Cloud Decision Support
Framework (CloudDSF) that aims to support decision makers to gather a sound
information basis by means of tasks and, based on that, to guide them through
necessary decisions that have to be specified prior to a migration. However, sev-
eral deficiencies have been identified that have to be addressed to fully achieve this
goal. One of these deficiencies, the missing relations between outcomes, has been
addressed with this work.
To that end, the CloudDSF knowledge base has been refined in Chapter 3 entailing a
review of the relations between decisions to ensure its appropriateness for an elabo-
ration of the relations between outcomes. As a result, the knowledge base has been
significantly altered while at the same time, by means of combinatorial outcomes for
any possible combination of basic outcomes, the conciseness and expressiveness has
been increased. Quantitatively this translates as follows: from the original 67 basic
outcomes, 45 have been discarded and 38 new outcomes have been added. Overall,
only 46% of all outcomes remained as-is whereas the remaining 54% of outcomes
have been updated. The biggest changes, also in regard to their semantics, occurred
with respect to the Select Application Components and Define Scalability Level deci-
sions as well as to the Define Multi-Tenancy Requirements decision point.
In the subsequent refinement of relations, three new relationship types (requiring,
affecting and binding) have been defined whereas one former relationship type (de-
termining) became obsolete. Of the defined relations, 33 could not be confirmed
or became deprecated and have been deleted while conversely 51 new relations
have been added. The new requiring relationships between decisions can be utilized
as a guide for decision makers whereas the new affecting and binding relationship
types depict the relation of decisions towards or from a possible cloud vendor. Thus,
in comparison to the original CloudDSF, it was possible to considerably enrich the
information encoded at the decision relations level.
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Based on this refinement, the extension of the decision support framework by elabo-
ration of the relations between outcomes has been conducted. During the course of
the elaboration, five relationship types (including, excluding, allowing, binding and
affecting) have been specified that vary greatly in their occurrence. In total, 1570 re-
lations have been defined ranging in their amount per decision between 0 and 280.
The most important relations are the 30 including and the 676 excluding relations
since those represent direct impacts between decisions. As a result of the extension,
four decisions, namely Select Application Components, Select Migration Type, Select
Multi-Tenancy Level and Select Cloud Service Model have been identified as highly im-
portant within the knowledge base. Their selection can significantly restrict and/or
predetermine further possible choices and thus can be deemed as preferred entry
points into the framework, however, this role has not been further investigated.
In order to enhance the existing CloudDSF Prototype to accommodate the extended
decision support framework the new CloudDSF+ Prototype has been developed.
Only the visualizations have been, with fixes, adjustments and the updated knowl-
edge base, incorporated from the previous prototype whereas the web application
has been redeveloped. In order to increase usability, the knowledge base has been
encoded in a more suitable format. Furthermore, to facilitate future changes the
knowledge base data has been automatically serialized with the new CloudDSF+
Parser into an appropriate format for the new as well as the legacy visualizations.
Besides views to visualize the knowledge base, the relations between decisions, and
the relations between outcomes, a dynamic view called KB Navigator has been im-
plemented. It guides decision makers through the knowledge base while giving them
immediate feedback on how a chosen outcome will affect other decisions in order to
derive a migration strategy.
In the final step, an evaluation has been carried out comprising two parts. First, a
validation has been performed. For that purpose, eleven rules have been specified
that define a valid and consistent knowledge base. The rules are part of the imple-
mentation of the CloudDSF+ Parser whose correct behavior has been ensured. No
inconsistencies have been found and a serialization of the data is prohibited in case
any of the validation rules fail. However, possible rule compliant, yet semantically
incorrect, defined relations have not been addressed with this validation. Second,
a use case has been utilized to demonstrate the efficacy of the extended decision
support framework by deriving various migration strategies for systems that differ
in their nature and thus requirements.
During the extension and evaluation several shortcomings were identified. The ex-
tended decision support framework is limited in its ability to holistically depict all
influences in one migration project, e.g., different scaling strategies per components,
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which parts are migrated with a specific service model or what kind of multi-tenancy
levels or pricing model might apply. However, some of these restrictions can be over-
come by reentering the framework with a subset of the migration task at hand. Also,
a mechanism is not yet in place that leverages the requiring relations to actively
force decision makers to specify necessary decisions or guide them in a more formal
manner to guarantee a simple yet complete and sound migration strategy.
Several deficiencies that were present prior to this work remain. Analogous to the
decision points, an elaboration of the tasks has to be carried out. The relations be-
tween tasks and decisions as well as outcomes and vice versa have to be defined and
a connection of the framework to a given application model must be possible. Also,
a more comprehensive evaluation including the business domain should be carried
out to verify the accuracy of the refined knowledge base. Additional still existing
limitations are the non-refined Select Pricing Model and Select Cloud Vendor deci-
sions. The Select Cloud Vendor decision does not enable detailed recommendations
of cloud solutions or a further elaboration of the interdependencies beyond affect-
ing and binding relationships. As a consequence, conclusions about possible cloud
services for a migration strategy are solely left to the personal knowledge of the de-
cision makers. Furthermore, due to the constantly varying cloud offers, a detailed
elaboration of the outcomes of the Select Cloud Vendor decision and their relations
which would lead to a tight coupling, seems inappropriate. A possible solution might
be the extraction of generic cloud vendor requirements based on a defined migra-
tion strategy that are then mapped against the available offers. Also, the Select Cloud
Vendor and Select Pricing Model decisions demand for an automatic mechanism, e.g.,
via web services to ensure up-to-date cloud services and pricing recommendations.
However, extensive research is necessary to resolve these deficiencies.
During the course of the evaluation, one of the migration strategies advocated a new
application rather than a migration. Even though the Define Application Distribution
decision point is defined based on an existing topology it can, in fact, also depict a
new, cloud native application. To that end, it is sufficient to remove the Select Ap-
plication Layer and Select Application Tier decisions, Migration Type I and Migration
Type II from the Select Migration Type decision and all outcomes except Application +
Middleware Components from the Select Application Components decision. From this
it follows that a complete application is considered through the single remaining out-
come under Select Application Components and the two remaining migration types.
The only additional change would be the removal of the No Scaling outcome since a
cloud native application supports scaling. All other relations and outcomes can re-
main untouched and serve their intended purpose. A selection of Migration Type III
would correspond to an application developed based on an IaaS environment, thus
enabling full control over the scaling and multi-tenancy implementation. Migration
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Type IV would correspond, for example, to an application deployment on a public
PaaS offering. Hence, the extended decision support framework could be gracefully
adapted for the decision support for engineering cloud native applications, thereby
revealing a potential field of further research and significantly increasing its scope
of application.
The demonstrated versatility of the extended framework regarding decision chains,
entry points or non-mandatory specifications can be considered as an advantage.
It can be reasonably argued that the absence of a more traditional, formal way of
decision making actually complies quite closely with the reality. The distinctive de-
piction of the entities and their state of selection as well as the mechanism in place to
resolve unnecessary conflicts supports decision makers smoothly through the deci-
sion process. In conclusion, it has been possible to show that the extended decision
support framework and its implementation is indeed suitable to derive consistent
migration strategies. Thus representing a considerable step towards more sophisti-
cated decision support for application migration to the cloud.
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A. Appendix
A.1. CloudDSF+ Knowledge Base
In the following all tables showing the relations between decisions and between
outcomes are listed. In order to keep the tables concise and informative, wherever
possible, not existing relations and thus empty fields have been omitted.
Table A.1.: Influencing (I), affecting (A) and binding (B) relations between
decisions.
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Select Application Layer – I I – – – – I – – – – – – –
Select Application Tier – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Select Application Components I – I I – – – I – I – – – – –
Select Migration Type I – I I – – – I – I – – – – –
Define Scalability Level – – I I I I I I – I – – A – –
Select Scaling Type – – – – I – – – – I – – A – –
Select Elasticity Automation Degree – – – – I – I – – I – – A – –
Select Scaling Trigger – – – – I – I – – I – – A – –
Select Multi-Tenancy Level I – I I I – – – – I – – A – –
Select Cloud Deployment Model – – – – – – – – – – I I A – –
Select Cloud Service Model – – I I I I I I I – – – A – –
Define Cloud Hosting – – – – – – – – – I – I A – I
Define Roles of Responsibility – – – – – – – – – I – I A – –
Select Cloud Vendor – – – – B B B B B B B B B B B
Select Pricing Model – – – – – – – – – – – – – A –
Define Resource Location – – – – – – – – – – – I – A –
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Table A.2.: Requiring (R) relations between decisions.
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Select Application Layer – R – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Select Application Tier – R – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Select Application Components – – R – – – – – – R – – – – –
Select Migration Type – – R – – – – – – – – – – – –
Define Scalability Level – – – – – – – – – R – – – – –
Select Scaling Type – – – – R – – – – – – – – – –
Select Elasticity Automation Degree – – – – – R R – – – – – – – –
Select Scaling Trigger – – – – – – R – – – – – – –
Select Multi-Tenancy Level – – – – – – – – – R – – – – –
Select Cloud Deployment Model – – – – – – – – – – R – R – –
Select Cloud Service Model – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Define Cloud Hosting – – – – – – – – – – – – – – R
Define Roles of Responsibility – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Select Cloud Vendor – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Select Pricing Model – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Define Resource Location – – – – – – – – – – – R – – –
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Table A.3.: Outcome Relations of Select Application Layer
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Select Application Layer Select Application Components Select Migration Type Select Multi-Tenancy Level
Presentation Layer a a ex ex a a a a a a ex ex ex ex ex ex
Business Layer a a a a a a a a a a ex ex ex ex ex ex
Resource Layer ex ex a a ex ex ex ex a a ex ex ex ex ex ex
Presentation + Business Layer ex a ex ex a a a a ex a ex ex ex ex ex ex
Presentation + Resource Layer ex ex ex ex a a a a ex a ex ex ex ex ex ex
Business + Resource Layer ex ex ex a a a a a ex a ex ex ex ex ex ex
Presentation + Business + Resource Layer ex ex ex ex ex a a a ex a a a a a a a
Table A.4.: Outcome Relations of Select Application Components 1-2
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Table A.5.: Outcome Relations of Select Application Components 2-2
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Table A.6.: Outcome Relations of Select Migration Type 1-2
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Table A.7.: Outcome Relations of Select Migration Type 2-2
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Table A.9.: Outcome Relations of Define Scalability Level 2-3
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Table A.13.: Outcome Relations of Select Scaling Type
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Table A.15.: Outcome Relations of Select Multi-Tenancy Level 2-2
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Table A.19.: Outcome-Relations of Define Cloud Hosting
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Table A.20.: Outcome-Relations of Define Roles of Responsibility
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Table A.22.: Outcome Relations of Select Cloud Vendor 1-3
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Table A.23.: Outcome Relations of Select Cloud Vendor 2-3
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Table A.24.: Outcome Relations of Select Cloud Vendor 3-3
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A.2. CloudDSF+ Parser
Figure A.1 depicts the implemented classes of the CloudDSF+ Parser in a reduced
manner omitting most of the attributes and methods.
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cloudDSF
Decision
cloudDSF
CloudDSFEntity
cloudDSF
id: int
label: String
type: String
parent: int
classification: String
cluster: int
group: String
description: String
additionalInfo: String
abbrev: String
TaskTree
cloudDSF
Relation
cloudDSF
source: int
target: int
dir: String
relationGroup: String
type: String
explanation: String
CloudDSFTest
cloudDSF
CloudDSFPlusParserTest
parser
-decisions
-decisionPoints
-influencingTasks
-influencingDecisions
-outcomes
-influencingOutcomes
-influencingRelations
-tasks
-tasks
Figure A.1.: Overview of the classes of the CloudDSF+ Parser.
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